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Natural Gas Shortage Looming;
Congress And President At Odds
WASHINGTON (AP) — A looming
natural gas shortage may start forcing as
many as a half million Americans out of
work in a matter of weeks unless Congress
and the Ford administration can reach a
compromise on national energy policy.
Congressional testimony has indicated
some 500,000 workere may be out of jobs
when the anticipated natural gas shortage
hits this winter. There are predictions the
layoffs could begin soon after Nov. 1.
No one in Congress has challenged the
prediction, but neither Republicans nor
Democrats in the Senate have indicated
willingness to budge from their positions
on energy pricing — the issue that has put

the Democratic-controlled Congress at odds with President Ford for almost nine
months.
Each side has its own proposed solution
for the gas shortage forecast for 14 states
this winter. The Federal Power Commission says either bill could help reduce
the shortage to manageable proportions.
Republicans are seeking an end to all
price controls on natural gas. They say ending controls would increase the price and
therefore the supply of gas available to the
14 threatened states.
Democrats have pushed for emergency
legislation that would permit gas-short
states to buy gas directly frm gas-pro-

Murray State University now has an
attorney at law as the First Lady of the
campus.
Mrs. Jo Curtis, wife of President Constantine W. Curris, has been notified that
she passed the state bar examination she
took this summer after completing her
course of study at the University of
Kentucky law School.
She plans to attend a two-day program in
Frankfort Oct. 15-16 that is designed to
assist new lawyers in bridging the gap
between roles as students and as practicing attorneys. She will be formally
sworn in as an attorney before the Kentucky Court of Appeals on Oct. 16.
When Mrs. Curris,anative of Benham in
Harlan County, began her study of law as a
full-time student in the fall of 1972, she
faced a formidable set of circumstances.
As the 30-year-old mother of a three-yearold son, Page,she often found it necessary

to work full-time while attending school
Nonetheless she completed her law
studies in the prescribed three-year
period. Now she says she has developed a
stock answer from her own experience
that she gives to people who look to her for
advice:
"It's never too late to try to achieve
something so that you can be what you
want to be. My belief is that the only real
obstacles people encounter are those they
make for themselves."
Mrs. Curris, who earned her undergraduate degree in political science
and economics at the University of Kentucky, believes that a law degree is an
excellent background for many different
types of careers—but she hastens to add
that she does plan to use hers to practice
law.
She has been married to Curris since
August of last year.

Mr. and Mrs. jack Belote accept a gift of appreciation from the Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees and Staff presented by Dr. A. H. Kopperud,
treas. Belote served as trustee for approximately 12 years before his recent
retirement from the board.

Jack Belote, a Calloway County Public
Library trustee, was honored at a dinner
recently given by the library staff and
Trustees. At the expiration of his present
term Belote was replaced by Ronnie
Jackson of Route 4, Murray.
"Belote has served 12 years as a
member of the Board of Trustees and has
worked diligently to help bring the library
program up to its present modern
facilities," a spokesman said. He was
commended for his dedication and loyalty
and for his many yürs of outstanding
service by Mr. Max Hurt, Chairman of the

Library Trustees. Mr. and Mrs. Belote
were presented with a piece of silver in
appreciation from all of the staff and
trustees.
Belote will continue his duties as
chairman of the Calloway County Public
Library District Construction Corporation.
The library building is presently being
enlarged to accommodate the growing
needs of the public.
Belote is a businessman connected with
Purdom's, Inc. He and his wife Beth are
the parents of four children and they
reside in Canterbury Estates.

ducing states, mainly Louisiana,
Oklahoma and Texas, for about $1.25 per
unit. That price is almost 150 per cent
above the current controlled price.
But Republicans, with the President's
blessing, have refused to consider the
emergency legislation except as part of
their effort to eliminate price controls on
natural gas permanently.
Democrats are refusing to allow a vote,
saying elimination of price controls would
bring the oil-gas industry a bonanza and
worsen inflation and unemployment. They
note House leaders say there is no chance
of passing a long-range gas bill in the
House this year.
An attempted compromise was defeated
Wednesday.
By a 55 to 45 vote the Senate rejected an
amendment by Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson
III, D-Ill., that would have let the well
price of gas rise sharply over the next five
years, with oil prices reduced during the
same period. At the end of five realhAhe
President could have, with congreademal
approval, modified the price controls or
removed them altogether.
In general, Republicans say price controls have created gas shortages by
denying the petroleum industry money
needed to develop more energy. Democrats generally agree that prices should be
allowed to rise somewhat — but not to the
level that might be expected if controls
were eliminated.

Loan Money
Available
To Students
Money will be available for the spring
semester of 1976 for eligible students at
Murray State University seeking
assistance through the National Direct
Student Loan Program.
Johnny McDougal, director of student
1,,---fhosialshalia on the campus,emphasized,
that students should complete and file
applications for spring loans by Oct. 15
Application forms are available in the
Student Financial Aid Office in the
basement of Sparks Hall.
He noted that federal money and matching university funds continue to be
available but said a major source of
dollars for new loans comes from loan
repayments by previous borrowers at
Murray State.
Students who have applied and received
loans for the 1975-76 school year need not
apply again for the spring, according to
McDougal, because their initial award
covers the entire year. However, students
whose loans are for the fall semester only
must apply again to be considered for the
spring semester.
The National Direct Student Loan
Program provides the largest source of
loan funds administered by the university
Loans are made at three percent interest
and the interest begins to accumulate nine
months after the borrower leaves school
Loans totaling $586,400 were made
through the program during the 1974-75
school year to 839 students at Murra.
State.
Further inquires about the Nationa
Direct Student Loan Program or reques.
for application forms should be addresse:
to:
Student Financial Aid Office, Basemen.
Sparks Hall, Murray State Universe .Murray, Ky., 42071.
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Two Injured
Fire-Rescue Unit Called
In Accidents
To Three County Alarms
1,-.10 a. m. the Murray City Polies
Units of tha Calloway -County
On Wednesday•Oftescue
Squad answered three calls turned In an alarm called in to then to the

Accidents Wednesday injured two
Persons in Calloway County, according to
Official investigations.
Walter B. Brenneman, Route Five, is
listed in satisfactory condition today at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital with a
fractured hip following a one-vehicle
accident on Highway 280 east Wednesday.
Kentucky State Trooper Charles
Stephenson said Brenneman lost control of
his truck after the left front wheel came
off. The dump truck then overturned,
pinning Brenneman underneath.
Gerald Waldrop, 1624 Olive, was treated
and releasedtor minor injuries at the local
hospital after a three-wheeled cycle he
was riding collided with a vehicle driven
by Sylvia H. Doran, 1613 Ryan, according
to police.
Officers said both vehicles were going
south on 16th and the Doran vehicle was
making a right turn onto Ryan when the
accident occurred
TODAY'S INDEX
Two Sections Today
Local Scene
Dear Abby
Opinion Page
Snorts
Horoscope
Comics, Crosswords
Classifieds
Deaths & Funerals
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Wednesday night and Thursday morning. Almo Truck Stop in Almo Heights. ThirThe first call came around 7:20 p. m. to teen members and three units responded
Panorama Shores to hose gasoline from to the blaze which started in a shorted wire
the scene of an accident. One unit and two behind the counter of the restaurant.
Damage was limited to the counter area
members responded to the request.
although heavy smoke damage was
Three units and ten members of the reported.
squad answered an alarm around 2:35 a.
The fire was extinguished with the
m. this morning to a tobacco barn near boosters. The owner, John Clements,
Hazel off the State Line Road. The barn, reported that his wife, manager of the
belonging to J.T. Adams, contained over restaurant, smelled smoke upon opening
1200 sticks of tobacco and was a complete the truck stop and then saw the fire. Help
loss before firefighters arrived on the wasaummonsed with the use of a CB radio
scene. The booster was used to cool do In a vehicle owned by Phil Thurman. The
area and the trucks returned-la Murray,_Aguas returned to the firehouse around
around 3:50 a m.
5:40à m.

President Holds Key To
Tenure At State Schools
F'RANICFORT,Ky.( AP) — The boara of
regents of a state university may not hire
or grant tenure to a faculty member
without the recommendation of the university president, the state attorney general's
office has advised.
The opinion was requested by Western
Kentucky University President Cero
Downing.
Downing said he had recommended that
a faculty member be given a one-year ap-.
pointment not to be continued beyond

250 Attend
MSU American History Symposium
their presence in the ranks, but soon the
commanders realized that black ixxites
would do just as well as white bodies,
"One of the key reasons that so many whether on the ground or on the front
blacks fought on the American side during line."
An estimated 250 persons attended the
the Revolutionary War was that they were
7:30p. m. session in the University School
promised their freedom afterwards."
This was one of the opening remarks Auditorium where earlier Dr. James H.
made last night on the Murray State O'Donnell, Marietta College, had lectured
campus by Dr. Edgar A. Toppin in the on "Native Americans and the
final session of the seventh of a series of Revolution." Also speaking was Dr. Linda
American Revolution Bicentennial G. DePauw, George Washington
symposiums sponsored by the university University, whose topic was "The
Woman's Role in the Revolution."
history department.
"The first U. S. President, George
Toppin, a professor of history at Virginia
State College at Petersburg, went on to Washington, knew of the role blacks were
say, "Many hundreds of blacks served playing in the war," Toppin said, "and he
long before there was a United States of mentioned it several times in some of his
America and many were freed after their private letters." Increased participation
fighting."
by black soldiers, however, led to
"At first there was some reluctancy '
soe of the leaders of the
rces
resistance fboy
American
"Despite the fact there was one black
killed along with four whites in the Boston
Slowly increasing cloudiness and mid Massacre, that a black participated in the
t‘iday, high in the low to mid'70s. Mostly Battle of Bunker Hill, and many blacks
cloudy tonight with slight chance of - were , outstanding in athe ranks- of
showers, low in the mid 50s. Decreasing Minutemen,edt.hr,re efforts were riot truly
cloudiness and a little cooler Friday, high acknowledged."
in the low 70s. Saturday partly cloudy and
The popular speaker went on to,say,"On
cooler.
July 1 177&)General Washington arrived
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Murray Ledger & Times Writer

Cloudy and Mild

County judge Robert 0. Miller is shown administering the oath of office to Mr.
Ronnie Jackson, recent appointee to the Calloway County Public library Board
of Trustees. Mrs. Jackson looks on as her husband accepts his duties for a term
espirine July 30, 34713.

by a fire this morning.
TOBACCO BARN DESTROYED — A tobacco barn and 1,200 sticks of tobacco were destroyed
barn, owned by J. T.
the
to
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2:35
about
Calloway County Rescue Squad personnel answered the alarm at
arrived.
firemen
when
and
the
on
ahead
Adams, near Hazel. The barn was

on the battlefield and was shocked by the
number of blacks in the American army.
Seven days later, blacks were told not to
re-enlist "
-The British army later extended an
invitation for blacks to join their forces
and gain their immediate freedom. Some
800-900 men, women, and children
responded before General Washington
began to have second thoughts about his
order," Toppin commented.
Not more than 35,000 men ever served in
the American forces at any one time,
records today indicate. Toppin pointed out
during his lecture that "some 19,000 blacks
served the British during the war."
He concluded his remarks with the
ironic thought that "many of the same
things the Americans were fighting for,
the black seldiers recognized they were
being deprived of."
Like the seven previous ones, the
Symposium was designed to assist junior
high, high school, community college, and
four-year college teachers prepare for
instruction of the Revolutionary War era,
_ particularly during the 1976-1963 U. S.
'-•
Bicentennial perfoii.
Assistant Professor of history, Dr. Joe
-6'artwright, was the coordinator of the
seventh series of the program.

1975-76 school year. However, the board of
regents voted to grant the teacher tenure
anyway.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Robert Chenowith advised Downing that a university president
must maitea recommendation on hiring or
granting of tenure before the board of
regents can approve, IL The recommendation of the president is subject to approval by the majority of the board, he
noted.
The board of regents cannot tenure even
by unanimous vote if the president has not
recommended it, Chenowith said.
The assistant attorney general also
noted that the board has the authority to
elect a new president when the incumbent's term expires, or to remove the
incumbent president for cause at any time.

Sigma Meeting
Will Feature
Judicial Article
The Sigma Department of the Mbrray
Woman's Club will hold an open meeting at
the clubhouse on Monday, October 13 at
7:30 p. m.
The program will deal with the proposed
Judicial Article, a referendum that viii be
included on the General Election ballot on
November 4.
Voters will decide in that election
whether to retain the court system Kentucky has used for the past eighty years or
to adopt the new Court of Justice that was
approved during the last legislative
system.
Judge James 1.assiter and Commonwealth Attorney Ron Christopher will
join a panel from the Speaker's Bureau
from the Kentucky Citizens for Juduciad
Improvement to discuss the proposed
constitutional
- The Titibfic ame
c1111
is giv
to attend the
meeting and to become acquainted'with
the provisions of the Judicial Article, a
department spokesman said.
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Tri Alpha Initiation
Held At Murray High

Flo And Stan Hendrickson Are Speakers For Zeta Department
man is allowed to
Speakers were Flo and Stan School. They spent four years in
Hendrickson who spoke on life Afghanistan.
Slides were shown to the Zeta
in Afghanistan. Mr. Hendrickson was a history and members by Stan while Flo
geography specialist for narrated. Zetas learned that
Columbia University Teachers Afghanistan is half way around
College and Mrs. Hendrickson the world, in Asia, sits between
was drafted to be librarian for India, Pakistan and Russia. The
the English International country is very poor and
received U. S. aid from 19541964. Russia had helped before
the United States came to their
THRU WED
aid. The country had a king for
35 years who was exiled and
after a period of unrest, a
Parliament was established.
This is a Moslem country,
with Allah as their God,
however there are no pictures
nor images of their supreme
being. They worship in mosque
and some of the places of
worship women are not allowed
and they must worship in the
home. The women have worn
the chadry for dress for years
which covers their face, but the
Western influence is beginning
Wali Nap Nohow
to show in their dress style. A
httNA MCA DIST1d1111108 CL1.INC t

The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Thursday,September 25, at 7:30
p. m. at the club house for the
first meeting of the new club
year. Each member brought a
salad. Chairman Frances
Matararzo presided over the
business session.

have four
wives but must take care of the
divorced ones.
The population is 95 per cent
illiterate. The homes are made
from mud, the roof being about
fourteen inches thick, no central
heat, beautiful flowers if
watered. Water is the most
valuable commodity. In this
backyard country most of the
work is done with camels and
donkeys. It was said that to
them a camel was worth more
than a woman. Films included a
look into the home of the
Hendricksons.
A display of dolls in the native
costume along with jewelry of
precious and semi-precious
stones mounted in rings,
bracelets and ear-rings was
seen by the group.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Donald Jones, Mrs.
Franklin Fitch, Mrs. Cecil
Farris, Mrs. John C. Quertermous, and Mrs. Salvatore
Matarazzo.

Squar-A-Naders Will
Dance On Saturday

... and mare FUN tor EVERYONE

MN WED
7:20,9:40+2:30 Sat.-Sun.

Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40 P. M.
Adults Only
MURRAY"Open 6:45-Start 7:15
THRU SAT.

Friday, October 10
Thursday, October 9
American Legion Post No. 73
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of North Pleasant and Legion Auxiliary will meet
Grove Church will meet with at the Legion Home at seven p.
Mrs. Edd Glover at 7:30 p. m. m.

JANas RAWL
COCO *
I"
IFI"lor • WilIUD rAI.,

American Legion Post No. 73
and Legion Auxiliary will meet
Friday, October 10, at seven p.
in. at the Legion Home, South
and Maple Streets.
All members and interested
persons are invited and urged to
attend, a spokesman said.

Murray Chapter Of
NOW Plans Meeting

The National Organization for
United
Murray Chapter No. 92 R.
Good Shepherd
Women, Murray Chapter, will
50
No.
Council
A.M.and Murray
Methodist Church Women will meet Monday, October 13, at
R. &S. M. will meet at 7:30 p. meet at two p. m.at the church. eight p. m. at the United
m. at the Masonic Hall.
Campus Ministry building,
Senior Exhibit of J. Timothy North Fifteenth Street.
First Presbyterian Church
For transportation call 762for Leary, Louisville, opens at
meet
will
Women
"Fellowship of the Least Coin" Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine E461, from eight a. m. to four p.
Arts Center, MSU, and con- m. and 753-9982 after five p. m.
at 7:30 p. m.
each day. All interested persons
tinues through Sunday.
are invited.
Murray Chapter, Parents
Shopping for Hazel Senior
Without Partners, will meet in
.United Campus Ministry, upper Citizens to Murray will be at
room, at eight p. m. Free 9:30 a. m. and for Murray
Senior Citizens to Big K and
nursery provided.
downtown will be at 12:30 p. m
Welcome Wagon NeV7COITIBTS
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F. & A.
Club will meet at the First
Christian Church at 7:30 p. m. M. will meet at the lodge hall at
7:30 p.m.
An auction will be held.
The Murray High School

Skit Shown At
Murray High
FHA Meeting

Blood River Association BYW
will meet at First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall at
seven p. m.

osavATA•Rwilimmasissegmactomacsmisamso
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The Murray Squar-A-Naders
Square Dance Club will have a
dance Saturday, October 11,
from eight to eleven p. m. in the
basement of the Murray State
University Fine Arts Building.
Bobby Newman will be the
caller. Spectators are welcome
to attend, a spokesman said.

Saturday, October 11
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest" will be presented at the
Murray State -.University
Theatre at eight p.m.

Production of "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest" will be
Murray
Squar-A-Naders
at University Theatre at eight p.
Square Dance Club will dance
m.
from eight to eleven p.m. at the
basement of the MSU Fine Arts
Friday, October is
Building with Bobby Newman
University Theatre as caller. Spectators are
production of "Otte Flew Over welcome.
the Cuckoo's Nest" will be at
eight 1). tn.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Greene 0. Wilson at 1:30 p. m.
Kingsmen Gospel Group will
sing at Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at 7:30
p.m.
Trap Shoot, sponsored; by
East Elementary PTC, will be
at the school from nine a.m, to
six p.m. Refreshments will be
sold.
Sunday, October 12
Trap Shoot, sponsored by
East Elementary PTC, will
continue at the school from one
to six p.m.

One Price Buys
Appetizer
Your choice from an assortment of soups, salads
or juices to start yqur meal just righl.

Entree
You choose from a selection of four different
main dishes every night.

Two Vegetables
You pick any two healthy garden vegetables from
the big choice on each night's mehu.

Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America was
held September 18 at 6:30 p. m.
in the library of the school with
the president, Beth Outland,
presiding and leading the
opening ritual.
Miss Outland Introduced the
guests who were Mrs. Pam
Robbins, student teacher, Mrs.
Lucy Lilly, advisor, Mrs.
Dortha Bailey, and Mary
Outland, chapter mother.
Dana Shipley gave the
devotion in the form of a poem,
"Children Live What They
Learn" replacing children with
FHAers as she recited it.
Donna Heathcott gave the
treasurer's report. Each officer
and Mrs. Outland gave a report
on the regional meeting.
A skit about Parliamentary
Procedure was led by Teresa
Cunningham, parliamentarian.
She was assisted by Pam
Lassiter, Bobbie Smith, Shelia
Foster, and Donna Heathcott.
Regina Burnphis led the club
in a relaxer. Kelly Williams
reported on the arthritis drive.
The informal initiation of new
members was planned on
September 2:3.

Thirty-six junior and senior
girls at Murray High School
were formally initiated at a
candlelight pinning ceremony
into the Murray High Tr -Alpha,
a YMCA-sponsored service
club, held Monday evening
October 6, at the school.
The new Tri-Alphas are Pat
Haggett, Tanunie Bell, Emily
Byrn, Melinda Cochran, Teresa
Cunningham, Paula Dickens,
Lisa Francis, Jackie Galloway,
Ann Gregory, Joni Guthrie,
Leslie Hamra, Donna Hughes,
Melinda Johnson, Mary Ann
Jones, Pam Lassiter, Krista
McDaniel,
Maupin, Lisa
Deanna McMillen, Sherry Nall,
Jan Outland, Robyn Parker,
Perrin,
Tammie
Lynda
Pierce, Emily Porter, Janice
Rose, Sherry Runyan, Bobbie
Smith, Lisa Smith, Teresa
Smith, Jane Suffill, Wynn
Tolley, Tonya White, Elizabeth
Whitmer, Jo Ann Williams, LLsa
McReynolds, and Pam Booden.
The club president, Lisa
Jones, welcomed the new
members. Sue Windriun, vicepresident, stated the purpose;
and Donna Heathcott, chaplain,
gave the devotion. Other officers assisting in the pinning
were Sharon Steele, secretary;
Becky Gould, treasurer; Sarah
Ross, parliamentarian; and
Cindy Gould,service chairman.
Miss Jones announced the
selection lf.of the 1975 Ideal
Pledge. She is Jan Outland, a
junior, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles L Outland, 502

Doran Road.
At the conclusion of the
ceremony, lime sherbert punch
and tea cakes, decorated in the
club colors of red and white,
were served from a testable
decorated in green linen and
highlighted by copper ,candelabra and an arrangement of
fall flowers. The president, Lisa
Jones, presided at the table,
assisted by the club sponsor,
Mary Ann Russell.
The Murray High Tr -Alpha is
PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT!
open to all junior and senior
girls who maintain a scholastic
CI NE
average of 83 or above, who are
SHOWING
NOW
interested in becoming involved '
( Pass List Suspendod
in school and community ser7:20-9:30+ 2:30Sun.
vice.
04.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to ,

Solid Wood

Upholstered Platform

Rocker

Rocker
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$69$3.3
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Use Our Lay-Away
Now For Christmas Gifts
Remember We Trade*

_ALIgst...that magical appeal
of feminine shoes has returned! "Piazza"...tall and
striking on a squarely stacked
heel; simply tailored on a
petite plafforrn. Slip it on and
feel that old feminine magic
once again!
MATCHING HANDBAG $19

$24.99 Camel

Tartar Sauce

Adams Shoe
Store

Sub-District
UMYF Meets

Sears

Downtown Shopping Center

Home
Improvement

Save no to $40
Kenmore Dishwashers
with Foreed-Aii-Drying
Built-in Was $209
White or Colors

End of Search,
• With cooler fall weathiFr
setting in, many cooks will
be searching for homey,_
hearty and wholesome recipes to satisfy family appe•tites. This is a good time to
introduce something different .rather than counting
solely on the same old favorites from seasons gone by
-Smoked pork shoulder is di,
licious when either. roasted
(baked) or cboked in liquid,
according to Reba-Staggiaia.
Mewl Live Stork & Meat
-13o-ard. Tn general allow :r; to
40 minutes per pound for
roasting or a total of 1 1/2 to 2
hours for cooking in liquid,
/
she advises.

Look in tho
your birthcia
what your ou
to the stars.

(,,$...20,011•10 P.anocUsess
a.,ad. relonirraine ••••••••loon

GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Akers of
Beckley, West Virginia, have
returned home after being the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Blalock, Murray Route Three.
While they were here, the two
couples vacationed in the Ozark
Mountains in Arkansas and
Missouri.

A gospel singing featuring the
Making your own tartar
Kingsmen Gospel Group will be sauce for fish and seafood
at the Palestine United is cheaper than buying It.
Methodist Church at 1 30 p.m. To concoct the sauce, add
minced onion or scallion,
minced pickle (dill or
sweet) and minced parsley
to mayonnaise. Use the
seasonings in the proportions you like.

The Murray Sub-District
Methodist Youth
United
Fellowship held its meeting on
Thursday, September 25, at the
Good Shepherd Church.
Presenting the program was
the Good Shepherd UMYF A
film was shown followed by
readings by Pat Robertson and
David King.
Refreshments were served by
the host UMYF.

•

7112

Portable Was $2:a4
Colors $5.00 Extra

• Power Miser switch lets you cut
electrical use up to 1/3 if desired
• Sani-Wash cycle with 155-degree water
• No pre-rinsing or scraping ever with
a built-in pulverizer

I- Res

Malt

patcl

Cuffi
78041

•Prices

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need
are Catalog Prices • Shipping. Installation Extra • Sale Ends Dec. 31

atter

style
- 75173107-Southside Shopping Center
Murray,Ky.

S1-10P AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Youil Money Rack
'WARS, ROFEIICIE AND CO

— dun!
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FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER 10, 1975
Look in the section in which
A new light thrown upon
your birthday comes and find certain situations should prune
what your outlook is, according you for fine advantages in the
to the stars.
offing. Rouse yourself to work
for the attainment which
requires more than the usual
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20).
11
44 vigor.

NT!

TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Persons with whom you deal
will not all feel up to par; some
are working under strain. Offer
a helpful word. it will help.

Anniversary Sale
Starts Friday at 9:30

GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21)
There ma
may be some problem
areas in teaching, writing and
(or) research, but matters can
be worked out if you are calm
and meticulous.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) GPO
A fine period for setting new
records, aiming at new goals.
Express yourself lucidly, gently, but definitely.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Don't fall short of the mark

124Z

through ileecUessness or neglect needed for the "bare spots."
of "minor" details. Some And do be practical about
misleading influences prev- fundamentals, domestic conalent. But don't suspect cerm, children's affairs. Don't
everyone or everything.
harbor prejudices.
SCORPIO
VIRGO
•
r
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) nter/
(Aug 2410 Sept. 23)
A few flies in the ointment —
Mostly favorable influences. perhaps a setback or disapDo not let pressures or tensions
pointment? Be as stalwart as
hamper steady, well-tempered your
capable self is able and
action. Especially favored: job you will bring
in happy returns;
and financial affairs.
help to counteract opposition.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) dLI--ri SAGITTARIUS
Your artistic touch will be (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)

SIPMITS

3

Avoid a tendency to overdo
things. Stars promise advancement if you are resourceful and accurate, but you must
have a definite plan. Don't rush
into undertakings unprepared.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 201
Continue work on worthwhile
projects even if you are temporarily bored. Don't go off on
tangents just to relieve tedium
and DO retain confidence in
your goals and your ability to
attain them.

la

gisAlk

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your outlook similar to that of
Capricorn. Even if things slow
down a bit, keep going!
Prospects brightening in
several areas.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xe.
A day for watching-andwaiting, yet it calls for action
sufficient enough to keep you
from getting bogged down with
doubts or indecisiveness. Routine matters will fare best.

Register For $100
In Gift Certificates!

WGG ++

Sensational Bargains Thi-oughout-The Store! Save 15% to 50%! Shop Friday 'til 8

FREE! $100

TO FLATTERING FALL STYLES!

Fashion
Jewelry

in Gift Certificates!
Register each time you
are in and WINI

Regular Value
2.00 1.5.11

1/3

OFF

Necklaces,earrings

76

and bracelets in a
nice assortment of

VANITY FAIR,

fall fashion colors.

ROBE
SALE

Save now on an exciting selection of polyester pant-

Furs

suits from Sir Julian. A large assortment is available at a10.10 savings during the spectacular
sale! Available in single-breasted with tie
belt in sensational fall fashion colors!

Regular 17.00-28.00

Regular Value
349.00- 900.00 ,

Select from brown,taupe, red, green, black,

REDUCED

r,ampltin, blue, navy and apricot. Really save now!

eol
rend

Save on capes, stoles
and jackets. Buy Now

ced
a
Nylon quilted & tricot short

3nd
gic

and long robe styles in blue,
red, crystaline, navy and taupe.
Sizes 8 to 18. Buy now and really save!

Leather
COATS

Eye Polish Multiples

'colors'

Leather
Patch
Jackets
Regular 50.00 Value

Reg. Value
150.00

Now Only

119"

t er

Multi-color half-moon
patches of leather!
Cuffaand front snap to

eed
31

attention in smart
style! Save 10.10
during thesale4---- -

Two exciting AYleti
to choose from. Coat $t

With 5.00 Frances Demsey Purchase
48 great looks can be created from the
above 7 creamy creasproof colors. SAVE!

Formfit ROGERS
Bra Sale!
Regular Value
4.80 to 5.00

left - single-breasted,tie,belt & pocketed with
turn-back cuff. Green, mahogany, cherry and black
in sizes6 to 18. Coat at right'='elotched collar,

Available in white only.

. siogle.hreastert,tie belt in green. mahogany,

32A to 39C. Ray several

black and cherry in sizes 6 to 16

sAvEl

and really save now!
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To Be Married

Worth fork News

Members Cleo Nell Fork Church And
Have Basket Diner; Visitors !here

J. Donald Brock

Speaker For

Russell's Chapel Meeting
The Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women held
their September meeting at the
church with Mrs. beta
Wilkinson, president, presiding.
J. Donald Brock, supervisor
of the Murray-Cabo:fray County
Comprehensive Care Center,
was the guest speaker. He spoke
on. how to handle one's
emotions, and told of the need in
the
development
adult
program. He also spoke of the
many services that are
available to the community to
help the emotionally ciistrubed
or mentally ill persons. The
center is in need of money to
maintain the many services and
the church gave a donation.
Mrs. Edith McKinzie gave the
devotion. Routine reports were
given the group discussed the
importance of the future

'Dean_

Tarkington visited her Saturday
By Mrs. R. D. Key
afternoon.
September 22, 1975
Mrs. Ovie Wilson was in
Several gathered at the North
Fork parsonage Saturday to Paris, Tenn., Monday for a
work. They covered the house, checkup with Dr. Newman.
Mrs. Joe Powell and Mr. and
cleaned inside and out getting
Feady to paint and carpet the Mrs. Adolphus Paschall visited
floors. Those present were Mr. 'Charlie Wicker Monday.
orid Mrs..Cooper Jones, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
Mrs. Carnol Boyd, Mr. aid Mrs. Michelle Morris, and Mr. and
Olynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Mrs. Ralph Gallimore visited
hones, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mrs. Nina Holley and Mrs. Ella
By Abigail Van Buren
News Synd Inc
C. 1975 by Chicago Thbon• • h
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Morris Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
Orowder, Lisa and Sam
Crowder, Mr. and Mrs. Morris visited Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice
DEAR ABBY: I am a direct decendant of General Joseph
Jenkins, Kenny Jenkins, Mrs. Harrington in Parsons, Tenn.,
who served valiantly in the Civil War.
Hooker,
weekend.
Mrs.
the
and
over
Bertie Jenkins, Mr.
I do not know how my family name became a synonym
Mrs. Carlene Paschall visited
Vergil Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
whore or harlot, but I find it very offensive.
Ruben Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Ella Morris Monday af- for prostitute,
numerous other Hookers who are respectable,
are
There
Maburn Key, Mr. and Mrs. ternoon.
law-abiding citizens, and I am sure I speak for them when I foo
Howard Morris visited his
Fred Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Tillman
say we Hookers are slandered by this commonly accepted,
Murray
in
Morris,
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin brother,Odie
immoral connotation.
.Jones, Ira Tarkington, R. D. Saturday.
I have two daughters and a son, and the girls especially
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and Bro. have been embarrassed numerous times by people who have
Key, Charles Paschall, Telus
made jokes about. their being a couple of "hookers."
Orr, Terry Lee Orr, Enloe and Mrs. Jerry Lee visited the
My son is seriously considering changing his name
Tarkington, Howard Morris, R. D. Keys Tuesday.
Miss Deborah Ann Collins
R. D. Key was in Paris, Tenn., because his fiancee doesn't want to be a "Hooker," and she
Nathanial Orr, Thomas Nance,
Wednesday for a minor says if she has daughters, she doesn't want them to be
and Herbert Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas E. Collins of Hardin Route One announce
either.
Each one carried a basket operation on his hand and arm. "Hookers,"
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their only
point?
a
I
have
Or
sensitive?
the
overly
I
Am
Mrs. R. D. Key was in to see
lunch to spread on the lawn and
A PROUD HOOKER
Deborah Ann, to Greg Mathis Gardner,only.son of Mr.
daughter,
picnic tables for an enjoyable Dr. Newman Wednesday for
_
and Mrs. Joe Gardner of Hardin Route One.
meal and day. All the members blood tests. She is improving
DEAR PROUD: You have a point. Little can be done
is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie W.
bride-elect
The
that could were urged to be from phleabitis, but she is in about thoughtless people who use your family name as a
Dick of Hardin Route One. She is presently a student of Marshall
there on September 27 for severe pain with arthritis and synonym for a woman of the streets, but I'll print your
County High School where she will be a graduate in December.
another day's work. Bro. can't hardly walk at times. Not letter as a reminder. Also, if your son wants to change his
Mr. Gardner is the grandson of Mrs. Eva Gardner and the late
Warren Sykes will do the inside even able to do house work name, it's his privilege.
Gardner of Hardin and Mrs. Iva Fennel and the late Luin
Rudy
painting and Howard Morris is ( there is nothing so bad but
of Hardin Route One. He is a 1974 graduate of South MarMathis
DEAR ABA: What do you think of a guy who is so
doing a good job mowing the what could be worse. I'm thankHigh School and is employed with the Kentucky State Deparshall
kids
his
of
mother
the
because
marry
won't
he
that
cheap
ful every thing is as well as it
lawn.
tment of Highways in Benton.
she is on welfare and it pays for all her doctor and hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key is.)
bills?
A December wedding is being planned.
and Mr. and Mrs. Vergil
who worry about the high
couple
married
young
a
are
We
There Is A Bright Side
Paschall visited Mrs. Ella
cost of living but struggle along, trying to pay for doctor
When we brood upon our and hospital bills, the house we are buying and our taxes.
Calloway Chapter
Morris Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Douglas Vandykes has troubles
Our neighborehave been living together for three years.
And our eyes are filled with He makes more money than I do, but he told me that he
been sick with a cold for two
tears,
would be a fool to marry his "old lady" because she'd lose
weeks and not able to be out.
Let us bear _in._mind the. _ All those benefits from welfare.
Darnell, photographer; Cindy
Bro. Jerry Lee was in a
The Callowiy.Countkrbititer
It burns me up to see them enjoying all the extra money
Rodgers, refreshments.
revival last week at Pleasant sunshine
of Students in Action' for
and the blessings of past --they have from such a fraud while they laugh at us honest
An initiation was planned for
Hope Baptist Church near
in
18
September
met
Education
people.
September 30 at the Murray
Benton. He will be in a revival years;
Teri
the school gym with
BURNED FATHER
Let us guard against self-pity
City Park.
next week at Mt. Pisgah Baptist
- Morris, president, presiding,
defeat,
in
ushers
but
which
The president introduced the
Church at Boaz where Bro.
DEAR BURNED: I agree, it's a rotten, unjust situation.
reading
JLII Falwell, secretary,
Pray for steadfast faith and But what is the alternative? Forcing people to marry? The
guest speaker, Larry England,
George Fournier is pastor.
the minutes, Don McCuiston,
who spoke on "Enthusiasium
Rickie Orr visited his wife in courage
attendant evils to that would be even worse.
giving the financial
treasurer,
to
bound
for the ills we're
Calloway Members In Sport
For
the Nasvhille hospital over the
report, and Kandi Hargis giving
mid-30s
my
in
meet,
male
flabby
a-slightly
I'm
ABBY:
Club Activities." He is a
DEAtt—
and
is
she
are
weekend. Reports
the devotion.
So we'll make light of our who occasionally wears a corset under a turtleneck or other
member of the Calloway faculty
better and may be borne soon.
outfit where "midriff bulge" gives me a particularly
Miss Morris introduced the and coach of the speech team.
Mrs. Nora Paschall returned troubles
unsightly appearance. It's not too uncomfortable, and it
tears
all-too-easy
the
fight
Mrs. Sue Adams, sponsor,
1975-76 officers for the school
home Saturday from Memphis
vice- and Mrs. JoAnn Sykes, new coAnd remember all the greatly improves the way I look.
Erwin,
Terri
are
year
who
hospital after surgery and is
When someone once asked me how I "lost" so much
Falwell, sponsor, were introduced. Jill
Jill
president;
doing very well. Mrs. Holice blessings
weight, I made the mistake of telling him the truth about
years.
McCuiston,
and rejoicing of past
Don
secretary;
Falwell gave the merit system
Grooms and Mrs. Enloe guys
the
of
some
from
jokes
of
butt
the
the corset. Now I'm
treasurer; Ken Orr Brandon, set up for this year.
at work.
parliamentarian; Natalie
Refreshments were served at
What's wrong with a man wearing a corset or some kind
of girdle? Men aren't ashamed to wear padded shoulder
Newsome, reporter; Shelia the beginning of the meeting.
elevated shoes and hair pieces. They have as much right
women to do whatever is necessary' to improve th
appearance. Yet when a man buys any kind of a support
Is Now Being Served At
Firm up his stomach, he lies about it and says it's doctor'y
orders for a bad back.
What do you think about this; Abby? Women Want
_
equality. Well, so do men!
PALO ALTO

Hooker Unhappy About
Red-light Puns

meetings and programs. Carrie
Hicks led the closing prayer.
The hostesses, Mrs. Martha
Crass and-Mrs. Edith McKinzie,
served refreshments to the
following members: Rosezella
Outland, lora Wilkinson, Ethel
Walker, Toni Hopson, Susan
Adams, Carrie Hicks, Klara
Wutzke, Elvie Carson, Dolly
Lorenz, Lois Sparks. Helen
The next meeting will be held
October 13 at the home of Mrs.
Tass Hopson with Mrs. Criefield
as cohostess and Mrs. Harry
Sparks in charge of the
program.
The woodchuck eats "to give
him strength to dig holes," said
a farmer, "then digs holes to
give him an appetite."

KASH WAY
BUILDING MATERIALS
4 x 8 - 5/8"
Particle Board
FIRST GRADE$269

2 x 4 - 8' to 16'

$129!„ioo
Pro-Hung Door Units

In Acilob For EiritieOtion Meets

2x8 x6x8$25°211.

4"C.osin9
/
23
1 Ofoot

Unde

KASH WAY

Sc1

Bid. Mat.
Hwy.641 North - Benton,Ky.
Mt. 527-2871
See us For Quality
Building Materials

SCIIC
great

peopk
auidini
or late
be a
curries

CASA MIA

DEAR PAL: For my part, a man can wear anything he
wants to wear for any reason. And if he's conceectec about
what others think, he's making a problem where none
exists.

U.S.45 N.- Hickory, Ky.- 247-3675
On Wed. Thru Sat. 4:00 to 10:00 p. m. .

MalifigatiffinfitaiiMilleilIMAIMONSUAMMOMMek —Parents

Hear
Dr. Charles

▪

^

May At Meet
New Shipment

Leisure Suits
Sizes 36 to 46
$2999
New Shipment
Heavy &
Light %%/eight

Men's Department
New Shipment
Perma-Press

Flannel
Shirts
S, M,L, XL
$599

Suits
New Shipment

36(0 52
New Shipment
Mens & Boys
Fleece Lined

Sweat
Shirts
Crew neck
and Hooded
5, M,L, XL

Thermal
Underwear

Good Selection

Work Shoes

Good Selection
Flare Leg

Red Ball
Rubber Boots
4 & 5 Buckle

Jeans

Over Shoes

by Maverick
and Stephens
Waist Size 29
to 50
$899 &,

New Shipment

$999

by Hanes
S, M L. XL

Infants Dept.
Sportswear

Size 6% to 7 5/8
Good Selection
Childrens
••••:>.
Lightweight
and Heavyweight

Ladies Department

Jeans
Size 3 to 18
Good Selection
Good Selection
for Misses and Jrs.
Dresses &
\Bras and
$999

i

Pant Suits

Pre-Washed
42"

Jr. & Misses
& Half Sizes

Gridles
by Equisite Form

Refreshments were served at
the close of the business
meeting.

Ivan Doan*,CLU
Agency Manager
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of vagra
forbade i
with "no
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But in
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doing ru
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missed.
Vagra:
the boo
basic ids
person v
likely to

Wont taro Size 14

New Shipment
Ladies

Sweater,
Vests and Sets

• 0

PAZ:.

New Shipment

Gowns,
Pajamas
and Robes
in Brushed Nylon

Shop our Shoe Department for Shoes for the entire family, Quality Show_
.• at a Reasonable Price
Shop

Settle-Workman.

oXi
W
ow}
•:•,°

wjitov_Vn Shopping Centel_
Where you will find quality merchandise at a reasonable price. We appreciate your business.
tagWAIM.rANNEMOMMWM:::r.gaNt;

AMENDS MEET
Miss Donna Tabors, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Tabors
has returned from Bardstown
where she attended the state
officers meeting on September
26-28. She as vice-president of
DECA, presided for Region I
Officers in the absence of the
President Jackie Thomas The
officers worked together to
prepare a program of work for
the school year of 1975 and 1976

Miss Your Paper?

g••:

#.

Judy Stahler, president,
presided at the 'business
Janice
meeting.
Howe,
secretary, read the minutes,
and Lou Huie gave the
treasurer's report.

Jacks &
Coats

Sizes 9 mos.
thru 14 yrs.
Slacks, Tops, Overalls, Vest, Blouses, Coordinated Sets

:g New Shipment
0: High Waisted

The Paducah Agency of Commonwealth Life
Insurance Company has reached a milestone
in the insurance industry with the passing of
the $100 million mark of life insurance in force.
We &mgratulate the men of the Paducah
Agency for their contributions to the economic
security of the people in the communities in
which they operate.
The Paducah Agency, under the leadership
of Agency Manager, Ivan Doane, CLU, is
located at 2104 Broadway. telephone 443-7556.
The Fulton Office is located at III Washington
Street, telephone 472-1332.The Mayfield Office
is located in the Mayfield Shopping Plaza, telephone 247-3326. If you are interested in a
career in the life insurance profession. contact
any member of our management team.

Dr. Charles May, chairman of
the new Department of Child
Studies at Murray State
University, was the speaker.
His talk concerned the behavior
patterns of preschool children.

Sport
Hats

Good Selection Girls

PADUCAH AGENCY
REACHES MILESTONE

Murray Cooperating
Preschool met at the First
Church on
Presbyterian
Monday,September 29, at seven
p.m.
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SUNDAY DINNER
RESTAURANT
11:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Edit

Hanchek, and Ginny Criefield.

SPECIALS AT

Of Students

Walt

07.•

Sebscrilters who have not
received
their home
delivered copy of The
Murray ledger it Times by
5:30 p.m. ere erged to cell
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p. on, _le insure
delivery of flol isowspopee
Cells must be pieced beforp
6 p.nt.

,
Ruby T. Ivy

Morrie Dublin

James Y. Dodd

Sales Manager
Mayfield

Sales Manager
Fulton

Sales Manager

Aponte

Agents

David Sewell
Warren.E Shropshire
William H Vincent
Ned L Bullock
Wayne J Flora

Danny E Harriit,
George C Barnett
Phillip Skaggs
Kelly Ross
Herbert Russell
John C Shell
Cleo I Peeples
Richard Holt

David E Jackson
Billy R Miller
Dennis Potter
Gary T Wright
Boyce G Yates

Paducah
Agents
Barry D Roberts
Clayton Croft
Gregory Grounds
Randy Fuller
James R Grief
James B O'Neal
Harold E Farmer
Charles NI Cooper
Special Agent
Donald R Samples

Harold T Patton
Sales Manager
Paducah
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Aponte
Joe M Rogers
William B Warren
Mike 0 McDarnels
Michael C Brooks
Limy Redford
Adrun Gaines
David Webb
Berry DuPriest

COMMONWEALTH LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
PRO1ECTlNc YOUR STAKE IN THE FUTURE.-
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Garrott's Galley

Voter Registration I One Thing Aboto The Cities:
Turnip Greens Aren't Free
Figures Shocking

I

One pretty fall afternoon, he was on his
By M.C. Garre
I was telling Hugh Noffsinger the other way home from work. It was before the
night about the beautiful bed of turnip days of the expressways and the ingreens that has come in my garden from a terstates. His route carried him through
The figures released Wed- polls, the strength of our country palmful of seeds. I never realized so many some of the most congested as of the
city and the suburba.
plants could come from such a small
nesday by Calloway County Court is weakened.
At the time, he was driving through
amount of seed.
Clerk Marvin Harris painted a
University City, the big suburb out near
in
everybody
It
seems
lust
about
that
On this, the eve of our country's
shocking picture before our eyes.
has a nice bed of turnip greens this Forest Park and Washington University,
Celebration, what Murray
Bicentennial
year, and many are giving them away to when he happned to notice a big pile of
Harris revealed that only 12,897
turnips with the tops still attached
persons were registered to vote in better way could we utilize to their friends. This has long been displayed
in a bin at an open, sidewalk
the
founding
repay
our
debt
to
customary, I suppose, in small towns like
Calloway County in this Novemproduce
stand.
I
was
when
.
at
home
Murray.
I
know
it
was
He quickly pulled to the curb and walked
ber's general election. That's out fathers than by exercising the growing up in Mayfield. Dad raised lots of
of an estimated 21,000 eligible privileges for which they fought turnip greens and he delighted about as back to the stand with visions of a big mess
and died.
much in giving them away as he did of turnip greens for supper dancing in his
citizens.
head.
raising
them.
Those who failed to register to
The apathetic reasoning of our
"Give me three or four pounds of those
of
a
Hugh
Our conversation reminded
fellow countians is not un- vote in the November election can story of a fellow he used to know back in turnips," he told the fellow running the
still get back on the bandwagon by his home country in Muhlenberg County. place, thinking the tops from that many
derstandable to us, especially in
would enough for what he had in mind.
times such as these when the registering to vote in the next "This fellow decided one day to pick up Then hebeturned
and began to look at and
election.
and go to Detroit to seek his fortune,"
And
those
who
are
voter's voice at the ballot box
examine some of the other vegetables and
Hugh said.
registered
to
vote
are
obligated
to
means so much.
"He went up there, got himself a good- fruits displayed.
go to the polls and cast their ballot
"I just happened to look back at the
paying job in one of the automobile plants,
It is too late now for the 7,000- on November 4.
and in a year or so he came back home fellow getting my turnips for me," he told
me, "and do you know what the nut was
plus unregistered Calloway Coundriving a big fancy car.
dans to register to vote in the up"He was enjoying his new life in the big doing! He was twisting off the tops and
city," Hugh went on, "but he had been throwing them in a garbage can. He
coming election. And those
shook
up pretty good by the high cast of thought I just wanted the turnips!
unregistered citizens must live
"I grabbed him by the arm and cried,
living
up there — the high cost of real
Seek ye first the kingdom of
with the fact that they are letting
'Man,don't do that! The tops are what I'm
estate,
the
high
all
the
others.
taxes
and
less than two-thirds of the citizens -God, and his righteousness: and 'Why,' he said, 'you even have to buy buying the things for! You're throwing
away the best part."
of their community make all these things shall be added _turnip greens up there!"'
—into you. Matthew 6:33.
-. -. ++++++
decisions that affect every citizen
I had-a note the other day from Hal
In
the
Sermon
of
the
Hugh's story risinirids rite of another
Mount,
of the community.
Riddle, Murray State's self-styled "king of
Jesus puts us in the--right per- turnip greens tale. It involved a friend of the
bit parts" on television and in the
ours
when
we
lived
in
St.
Louis.
He
was
a
It is not only a privilege to vote, spective. If we try to do God's native of Georgia, and he loved turnip moiries. Hal had just appeared as the
it is a duty. If every citizen does will, we will be provided with greens every way but cold. Our problem in minister who performed the ceremony
not exercise his or her privilege what we need. First things first,_ _St. Louis then was that no one sold turnip when Mr. Grant's divorced wife remarried
on the Mary Tyler Moore Show.
greens. Turnips, yes, but no greens.
and obligation by going to the God first!
We were watching that night and saw
Hal tie the knot.
He writes that he will be playing the role
of a "Dr. Bascombe" who mediates a
Understanding Alcoholism
controversy between George Peppard and
another doctor in the third act of "Doctors
Hospital" entitled "Knives of Chance." Its
coming up soon.
He also has just finished a scene in
"McCloud,"
entitled "Fire." It is
It health column from the
scheduled for the middle or late October.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
In it, Hal will be playing the role of "Jake
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Porter," the rich friend of McCloud's and
they get nonsubjective inforcan be key people at critical
see.
whose identity he takes to help solve an
Schoolteachers can do a
times when young people are
mation?
How do these young people
great deal to educate young
arsonist problem.
forming attitudes about drinkSuch questions present opperceive the use of alcohol?
people to be critically selfRe also has been busy making cornportunities
ing—attitudes
they
for
teachers
to
will
carry
help
alcohol,
about
In learning
guiding about alcohol. Sooner
which are lucrative for the
merciaLs,
with
open
the
them
for
the
channels
rest
of
their
of
comabout peer influence, experior later alcohol education will
He's in New York this week
performers.
lives.
munication
between
adults
and
mentation, and sources for
be a part of every school
students. Teaching about alfor filming of commercials, a trip which
help with drinking problems,
curriculum
cohol can be one of the most
knocked him out of a trip to Hawaii for
What should a teacher's
students may be looking more
important real life subjects a
role be in telling young people
About 86 million people in
another part on "Hawaii Five-0".
and more to their teachers for
teacher may ever have to deal
about drinking? Are teachers
this country use alcohol reanswers, especially if they are
Those who know Hal might be interested
with—a subject that affects
knowledgeable about factual
sponsibly and they will say
getting mixed messages from
in those little tidbits and could be watching
the future lives of their stuinformation on alcohol use,
that it has a place in Ameritheir parents.
for him on the screen. Watch close, though,
dents.
nonuse, and misuse? Are they
can life. But, among adults,
for, generally, he's not there long at a
prepared to discuss alcohol
Information and materials
Teachers can have great inthere is a good deal of amtime.
on all aspects of alcohol use
at profluence on young people, parin the classroom .
bivalence and concern about
He also sent me a rather lengthy bit
are available from the Naat
ticularly in smaller communifessional meetings
the fact that young people are
about violence on the TV and movie screen
or at
tional Institute on Alcohol
ties, because they are often
PTA gatherings
using alcohol at earlier ages
Abuse and Alcoholism, P0
familiar and respected figures
school board sessions" How
which I want to share with you when space
than ever before, and are rethroughout a young person's
Rex -2345, Rockville, Marydo teachers feel personally
flecting the behavior of the
permits. It's kind of frightening.

Bible Thought

Schoolteachers Can Educate About Drinking

alcohol-drinking

adults

they

entire school years. Teachers

about

alcohol' Where

can
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Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
Here are some common questions often
asked by pet owners:
1. What is spaying and how much does it
cost?
Spaying is the term used when a female
cat or dog is sterilized. It involves the
complete removal of the animal's
reproductive organs through a tiny incision made in its lower abdomen. The
surgery takes about 30-45 minutes to
complete and is done under an anesthetic
that puts the animal completely asleep.

Letter To The Editor

Civic Music Drive
Successfully Completed
Dear Editor:
Season tickets are being mailed this
week to more than 750 members of the
Murray Civic Music Association who can
look forward to an exciting concert series
in 1975-76. It is a happy expeirience for the
members of the board to find that once
again the community has endorsed the
concert series offered to this area. Not
only was the drive just concluded one of
the most successful ever, but the new
patron program provided additional
financial support to assure meeting our
most ambitious budget and series to date.
In addition, the Governor's Challenge
Grant will increase the generous contributions of our patrons, sustaining
patrons and corporate sponsors by twenty'five percent.
The continued interest and support of the
Bank of Murray is especially appreciated
by the association, for we have enjoyed
their generosity and hospitality for many
years. We also give special thanks to you
and the Murray Ledger and Times. We feel
that the coverage you gave_ of the campaign week activities was one 4 the real
reasons for our success; and your

Dear Editor:
I write to you personally to ask your help
In,and support of,a egogram we hope will
involve citizen participation in promoting
our state.
The Department of Public Information
is launching a statewide campaign October 15 to select a new slogan and identification symbol to promote Kentucky's
$850 million tourism industry. The old
symbols and slogans, "Call of Kentucky"
with its trumpeting jockey and
"Rediscover Kentucky," have served us
well, but now a fresh approach is needed.
We have contacted schools throughout
Kentucky seeking to enlist the enthusiasm
and artistic talents of our students.

"No Visible Means Of Support"
But a number of courts in reEddie was taking his afternoon
siesta on a park bench when an cent years have been invalidating
officer picked him up on a charge vagrancy laws on the ground that
the relationship between idleness
of vagrancy. A local ordinance
place
forbade idling in a public
with "no visible means of support."
But in court, Eddie argued that
the ordinance was unconstitutional because it punished him for
doing nothing at all. The judge
agreed—and the case was dismissed.
Vagrancy laws have been on
the books for centuries. Their
basic idea is preventive: that a
person without an occupation is
likely to win to crime.

I

and crime is too "iffy" to justify
punishment.
"Vagrancy laws," said one
court, "may not be used as a
short cut to avoid due process
in the administration of criminal
justice."
On the other hand, a vagrancy
law might be upheld if the criminal possibilities are relatively
clear. In anOlher case an ordinance condemned loitering, but
only in places where gambling or
prostitution was going on.
This time the ordinance was
upheld when challenged in court.
The judge said there was sufficient likelihood of crime in these

surroundings to justify a measurof prevention.
Sometimes a so-called "‘a
grancy" ordinance will be held
valid simply because it broaden,
the meaning of the word. In an
other community the law sant
vagrancy included not only idle
ness but also disorderly conductWhen this law was applied .
a man who caused trouble in
schoolyard, the court sustaine
it. The judge saw no objection t
defining vagrancy as cover]r
"overt misconduct which is NI'
lative of the public peace."

20 Years Ago

An American Bar Association
public service feature.

't

Let's Stay Well

An Epidemic Of Murders
By F.J.L. Blassingame, MD

themselves for their economic
Murders are occurring at a area.
No other modern nation has a and other failures. Years of
record rate in the United States.
The reasons for this tragic upsw- comparable prOblisn. Murder welfare programs have not had
ing are uncleir and authorities rate in the United States is 25 beneficial effects in lessening
on crime cannot give any times greater than in Great Bri- crime, including murders.
A respect for life, in self and
assurance that the rate will not tain.
Men predominantly are in- others, appears to have
continue to climb.
During 1975, the murder rate volved, but women are coming diminished. Emphasis needs to
will exceed suicides, even to be more and more the victims be placed on civil rssponsibdity
though they, too, are mouritiog in Black men are about 10 times as well as civil rights
more likely to be murdered than
numbers.
The health professionals have
One out of every 10,000 Ameri- white males and black women 5
cans will be murdered in 1975, times more frequently than made few constructive slimeslions to help reduce crime, and
according hi Donald Lunde, white women.
Di-. Lunde has expressed the more serious attention to this
M.D., Stanford University peryrhiatrist. The Federal Bureau of opinion that economic depres- grave problem is sorely needed.'
contributed to the ininvestigation reports that- the sion has
murder-rate-climbed from 5 pea.-.reeace in Ituirders,_butin the ..._...Q. Mrs. PILasks. What causes
100,000 in 1965 to 10 per 100,000 in severe depression of the 1930& the white circle which appears
went down, and around the pupil of the eyes in
1974 The highest is in the South murders
went up American's snrne people, and what does it
(13 per l00,000); the lowest (4 per suicides
rather than
mean'
100.00n) in the New England now blame others

BLASINGAME
A: This white or grayish circle
is known as arcus senilis and is
the result of fatty deposits in the
outer edge of the cornea (clear,
front part of the eye) where it
joins the sclera (white part of
eyeball). Such deposits are ccnsidered to be a sign of aging
They do not impair vision.

A total of 6,276 persons in Murray and
Calloway County were x-rayed during the
month the Tuberculosis X-Ray Unit was in
Murray as sponsored by the Calloway
County TB Association, the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
and the Calloway County Health Department. Mrs.a:-D, Langston was chairman
of the volunteer workers to assist in the xrays.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Harvey
King, age 77, New Concord, and Mrs. Sara
Guthrie, age 68.
Miss Evelyn A. Bradley,daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C. J. Bradley of Murray, is
serving in the recreational division of the
American Red Cross in France. She has
served in Guam and Korea.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E Kelley will attend the
Improvement
Poultry
Kentucky
Association Convention at Cumberland
Falls State Park, Corbin, October 11-15.

Dear Editor:
When more inane articles are carried in
your weekly "Outdoor Lore" column than
the article on the recycling of squirrel
tails, don't let me know.
The article brands the use of squirrel
tails for fishing lures as a "vital part" that
hunters play in "the scheme of Nature"
(sic). It points out that the tails bring eight
cents each, and then warns hunters not to
kill hunters just for the tails! Hunters,
warns the president of the squirrel buying
firm, should practice "good conservation." (Take them only from live
squirrels??)
It is to be hoped that our licensed con-

level is said to begin at 90
decibels)

servationists will not kill too many
-squirrels in search of the premium tails
which, as the article points out, bring an
extra three cents (postage free for fifty or
morel' But common sense and thrift
would seem to dictate that when in doubt
( who can tell quality from the bottom of a
tall tree) the hunter will shoot every squirrel he sees. The thoughtful writer has:
Included for all the address to mail tails to'
directly.
Did Sheldon's Inc. pay for this ad, or.
article?
Sincerely,
Hobart C. Shannon
Rt. 8, Murray, Ky.

Rescue Squad Thanks
Dear Editor .

The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad wishes to thank the citizens of
Murray Calloway County for their support
during the fundraising roadblock on
Sunday, October 5.
The squad collected $1111.39 in donations

which will be spent to better the services of
the squad. The all-volunteer squad
provides vital fire protection for areas of
the county not within the limits of other
fire protection and performs water rescue
operations within the county.
Sincerely
Max Dowdy, Chief

Funny Funny World
MEDICINE
McClellan Air Force Base, Calif.—An
airplane went to a dentist. It was treated
successfuly and the bill was reasonable. It
all started with an F-111 fighter plane at
the McClellan Air Force Base was found to
have a broken connector on one of its
electronic boxes. `The normal procedure
under such circumstances," said Capt.
Bill Baukus of the base's Service

( The Murray Ledger 84 Times

Q: Mr. NS. asks- What 6 a
decibel, and what does it have to
do with hearing"
A: As far as hearing is concerned, a decibel refers to the
smallest difference in sound
which a normal human ear can
detect. Decibel levelaare Una'
Ain't. in hearing tests, music,
broadcasting and industry (noise

We want all citizens of Kentucky to•
participate in this search for a new slogans
andthis Is where we need your
In thesext few days you wane re=tving
press kit we hope you can use in helping
publicize our effort. It will contain stories,
a number of "slicks" of previous Kentucky
slogans and logos and instructions to your
readers, who we hope will want to submi
their own ideas and designs.
Your newspaper has appeal to many
people who may have the answer to what
Kentucky really is. Please help us give
them an opportunity to participate.
Sincerely,
James C. Vernon
Commissioner

Objects To Column

10 Years Ago
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Trigg County 25 to 0 for their sixth football
win of the season.
Mrs. Frank (Betty) Henry, formerly of
Calloway County, died yesterday in
Berkley, Mich,
Pat Scott of Lynn Grove 4-H Club shows
his Angus which won second in the on foot
show at the Reelfoot Packing Company
Show.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's Club
held October 5 at the club house.
A free antiquing class,willbe held at the
Sherwin Williams Paint Store on October
12.

reporting of our concert activities during
the year is excellent. Station WNBSWAAW FM was most helpful in keeping
our drive before the public and we are
grateful to them for this unique public
service.
Exceptional thanks must go to the
members of the Board of Directors of
Murray Civic Music who have given so
much time and talent during the drive.
And what can we say to express the appreciation the board feels for the efforts of
the 100 volunteers who canvassed the area
to re,new memberships and obtain new
subscribers! Civic Music could not exist
without them.
The backing of Murray State University
and of the Kentucky Arta Commission give
Murray Civic Music Association a strong
base from which to work, but our real
success is due to the more than 750 people
in the area who believe that in sunoorting
the arts they are truly enriching their lives
and enchancing the value of living in this
community.
Many thanks to each one,
Mrs. John C. Winter
Chairman of Membership Campaign

New State Slogan

land 20852.

The Family Lawyer

The cost will vary from community to
community but locally fees of $17 for a cat
and $25 for a dog are charged. (The
mortality rate for this type of surgery is
virtually nil.)
2. How often should a rabies shot be
given?
A rabies vaccination should-be- administered at three months of age to a cat
or dog. A yearly booster is required to keep f
the immunity in force. Locally, a rabies!
shot will cost 13.

.cortters, 12.25 per month, payoble in advance
The Murray lodger S Times is published
By moil in Calloway County and to Benton. Hoe
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christ.
din. Mayfield.&Paha end Farmington. Ky and
mos Day. New year Day onsl Thanksgiving by
Nets,Buchanan ond Norm:pi, Tenn , S 12 50 per
Murray Nowspapirs. Inc , 103 N. 4th St
year" By mail to other destinations. 527..50 per
Murray/Cy.,42071.
+let
„
•
.61t-itoosofro.001.421-aosomoo, ye yees.,,• Soeopol,
Member of Assort-effect Press.'Kentucky Press
2071
,Associolion and Southern Newspaper
Publishers Association
SWIScRIPTION 1AT4 In areas served by

Engineering Divison, "is to remove the
entire box and send it back to the
manufacturer In the past, this has cost us
up to $50,000. But this time, the people at
McClellan's own engineering facility were
able to determine that a single broken
prong was all that ailed the connector. But
we needed a right angle, high speed drill to
replace the prong and we didn't have one
in our shop,” Baukus said. However, he
said, someone suggested that a dentist's
kill met these specifications, so the box
was carted off to a base dentist. And while
technicians from Service Engineering
Divisions looked on and told him what to
do, the dentist made the necessary
repairs.
JOHNNY CARSON: To make up for the
kiCellle Ihey've lost on strike, the doctors
ifirrilting part nine ros: Cifie of than Is
cab diver. I jumped in a cab last night and
said, "Take me home," and he said, "I
don't make house calls"
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PRINTING SERVICES
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GO TIGERS!!!

BANK OF MURRAY

By
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-4751

•

INTERIORS

T.V. SERVICE
CENTER —

.

Central Center
Murray, Kentucky
Chestnut Street

Go! Go! Go!

CORVETTE LANES

MURRAY

WHERE ARE YOU LINDY?—Sornewhere downfield is Lindy Suitor of the Murray High Tigers. And seconds
later, Tony Franklin (10) of Caldwell County scored a touchdown but had a bcolien collarbone as Suiter
mode the hit in the endzone. Also in the picture for the Tigers are Lindsey Hudspeth (22), Barry Wells (80)
and Donnie Winchester (64).
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"Join us after the game."

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY
512 S. 12th

LONG GAINER—Murray High quarterback Todd Harrison picks up
11 yards on this play late in the fourth period. However, the Tigers
dropped the contest 26-13 and fell to 1-4 for the season.

7634041

GO! GO! GO!

JAMES O. CUPTON DIVISION

FREED COTHAM
CO.

!ritiorY1W, 411644tt. .4;

1
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01/44 Extra 'Flavor
•
_
iyer
Extra Nutrition

-rYtasTstoi =4Y,-

(24) gets ready to receive the handef4 from
BARRELLING BAYLESS— Murray High tailback Tony Bayless
block is fullback Robbie Hibbard (32).
Tiger quarterback Roger Grogan (12) for a big gain. Supplying the

At No Extra Cost

-

RYAN
MILK CO.

Heating, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
Since 1937
142 Chestnut

753-3012

E. Chestnut

THIS FUG
It
NOT FROZEN

Best Pizzas
In Ky.

TAYLOR MOTORS,
Inc.

OM'S

RNA%
PALACE

301 S

/54113
753-1372
Go Racers

I 5 VaAr

Murray High

Trigg County
TABER'S

TIGERS

*

WILDCATS

BODY SHOP
24-Hour Wrecker Service
1361 Chestnut
Phone 753-3134
If 'no answer 753-33113
7534177

*1

*
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another outstanding season from the MSG
women's basketball team with Hayes there to
help.
++++++
With three weeks until the Intercollegiate
State Tennis Tourney, the MSU ladies still
look, as though they could take it. Their
strongest competition in the tournament will
be from University of Kentucky and Western
Kentucky University. Earlier in the season,
MSU was defeated by UK 5-4, and although
MSU hasn't played WKU yet(that match will
be Oct. 15 at Bowling Green), the fact that
WKU beat UK 6-3 is a strong indication that
they may present a problem. But, you never
know how a tournament can go, and if Coach
Nita Head can set a fire under a couple of her
players, I'll still pick Murray to win.
++++++
After defeating volleyball power UT Martin
last week, it seemed as if the volleyball club
would have a great season. But over the
weekend, MSU placed last in a quadrangular
match at Southern Illinois University, not
winning a single match.
The club, coached by graduate assistant
Connie Urlage, has only five players that
returned from last year. In fact, so few
players tried out this year that no cut was
made. It's a shame that the drop fronitintercollegiate status could very well keep MSU
from fielding the best team that it could
against continued intercollegiate competition.
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Liaseann Tony Moaned,: talking with coach Bill Fingers**.
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OLYMPIANS
BISU's Lois Holmes, a member of the
United States Olympic Handball team, has
just returned from international competition
with Canada held in Montreal.
Handball is a relatively new sport involving
skills from basketball, soccer, and football. It
is usually played indoors using an area much
the size of a basketball court. 1976 will be the
first year for handball to be played in the
Olympics.
Holmes,a Glasgow,Ky.native, has been on
the handball team for almost a year. She has
competed in games at Iceland, and was on the
starting line-up in the C,anadia competition.
Although the U. S. lost two games in Canada,
they still have a chance in the playoffs for the
1976 Olympic Games.
Miss Holmes will be going to another
training session at the end of this month in
preparation for competition against Russia to
be held late in November. Lois is a former
member of the women's basketball and tennis
teams and was selected outstanding female
athlete at Murray State last year.
++++++
Another outstanding athlete at MSU is
basketball star Debbie Hayes, a junior from
Paris, Tennessee. Miss Hayes just missed a
berth on the 1976 Olympic women's basketball
team by two places. Hayes was the 12th
selection of all the try-outs but the roster only
carried ten members. Maybe next year
Debbie? Anyway, we'll be looking forward to
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Cincinnati Planning Biggest
Haul Ever In World Series
•

•

Bi KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Write
BOSTON (AP) — After tealing the National League pennant, the Cincinnati Reds are
planning the biggest haul of
all—the World Series.
The Cincinnati gang, which
stole bases almost at will in a
three-game NL playoff sweep
of the Pittsburgh Pirates, prepared to hijack the rich world
championship of baseball with
a similar plan.
"We can steal, we can hit, we
have the bullpen," says Pete
Rose, brash ringleader of the
National League champions.
"We did everything against the
fikates.-1 doiirsee why we
should stop now."
The Reds worked out today in
Cincinnati and planned to jet
into Boston Friday morning before taking on the American
League champions in the World
Series opener on Saturday. The

Red Sox went through a similar
workout In cozy Fenway Park.
Although the Red Sox will
have the advantage of the extra
home game in this best-of-seven series, the Reds have been
installed as slight favorites by
virtue of their extravagantly
successful season.
Led by Rose—alias the "Cincinnati Kid"—the Reds flashed
through the National League
West and knocked off 108 victories en route to the division
pennant.
'This is the best team I've
been on in my 13 years playing
in Cincinnati," says Rose, who
had 210 hits, including 47 doubles, a .317 batting average and
74 RBI in the leadoff position
this year. "This is the most
complete team. This team has
the long ball, the defense, home
run hitters, speed, good starting pitchers and the great bullpen."

Among the muscleboys on the
Cincinnati club are Johnny
Bench and Tony Perez, two
right-handed hitters who'll no
doubt have their batting eyes
fixed on the friendly left field
wall in Fenway called "The
Green Monster."
Bench, possibly the best
catcher in baseball, was bothered by a sore arm for most of
the year but still managed to
wallop 28 homers and bat in 110
runs. Perez, the first baseman
almost traded by the Reds last
winter, belted 20 homers and
had 109 RBI. Second baseman
Joe Morgan, another strong
wheel on the "Big Red Maaline" and possibly its most
important cog, had his best
season in 1975—a .327 batting
average, 94 runs batted in and
67 steals.
"This is the best team we've
had since I've been here because we didn't depend on

**************************

Pollan
Chain Saw
Demonstration
FreeDemonstration
* New!

Come see'em

Sat., Oct. 11
9til5

try'em

Refreshments Served

Bench to drive th 120 runs,
_Morgap_to steal 70 bases and
me to get 220 hits," Rose
beamed.
To be sure, the Reds have an
exquisite all-around team that
excels on defense as well as offense. Shortstop Dave Concepcion plays at third baseman
Rose's side and rounds out the
infield. The outfield includes
three players with some of the
most powerful arms in baseball—George Foster in left, Cesar Geronimo in center and
Ken Griffey in right.

Menendez Named Outstanding
Offensive Lineman 3 Times
By JOE TOM ERWTN
Murray State SID
"You sure you want to write
about me? I'm an offensive
lineman, you know."
"Yeah, I know you guys don't
get the recognition you deserve,
Tony, but defensive players
haven't exactly taken over the
headlines either."
"Maybe they don't get what
the backs and receivers do, but
at least there are fumbles for
them to recover, passes to intercept, punts to block, tackles
and assists.. and all those
things get in the papers."
"Well, you guys get mentioned sometimes for a good
block."
"Yeah,if the block's out in the
open, and then it usually goes,
'tailback Sidney Superstar,
behind good blocking, turned
the corner and'..."
Anyway...
Murray State center Tony
Menendez has been named the
outstanding interior lineman by
the Murray coaches in each of
the Racers' three games this
season. He graded 83 percent on
his assignments last Saturday
in Murray's 17-3 victory over
Morehead. The week before he
graded 81 percent and the week

before that 87 percent.
And both head coach Bill
Furgerson and offensive coach
Carl Oakley say he's not only
the best center in the Ohio
Valley Conference but one of the
premier players at any position
in the league
Until last season, he hadn't
even played center, having
spent his first two seasons at
Murray at defensive tackle
where he had a shot at those
fumbles, punts, tackles, and
assists. He got enough of them
to be named to the OVC's
second all-star team.
His first experience at center
came the last week of spring
practice, two years ago, when it
was found an old injury would
prevent regular center David
Mains from playing that fall.
Menendez got a crash course on
how to fill his place and he's
been there ever since.
A 5-11, 210-pound senior from
Dade City, Fla., Menendez
played both defensive and of-

Wednesday's
Sports Briefly

The Murray State women'sy
cross country team swamped':
Memphis State 15-49 Tuesday
Its first duel match of the.
season. The Race runners.:
vrere third in a ningteam meet;:,
last Saturday at Western::
Illinois.
Murray runners finished one::
through-six and eighth against":
Memphis State. Carol Schafer,,,
,
was first with a time of 26:20 for-':
the three miles. Kathy Schaferi
was second with a 20:33, Glenda
Calabro third with a 20:43,it
Camille Baker fourth at 20:53,:".
Jewell Hayes fifth at 21:24,
Sandy Sims sixth at 21:39, and;-,
Gabriele Black eighth at 22:45.:.
In the Western Illinois meet,::
won by defending national
champion Iowa State, Calabro
finished twelfth, C. Schafer.;
thirteenth, Baker fourteenth, K..•.%
Schafer fifteenth, and Hayes::
twenty-sixth.
a.
Next competition for the team.:
will be a 12-team meet at-.
Southern Illinois Oct. 18.

fensive tackle at Pasco High
School but spent most of his
time on defense.
He says he finds playing
USC Women On Grants I
center a lot more challenging
LOS ANGELES (AP) —1
than defense. "On defense, you Twenty-five women attending,.
just line up and go left or go the University of Southern Cali-.4
right and tackle whomever gets fords are on athletic scholar-'
in your way. At center, you have &AP&
so many options, you really
"USC now has one of the
have to think to do the right best, if not the best, women's':
thing."
Intercollegiate athletic program
Menendez started for three in the country," associated athseasons at Pasco and made all- letic director Barbara Bridgesi
conference and all-regional said Wednesday of the six-sport't
,t
teams. He also set a school women's program.
record in the discus.
Among the women on scholAn agriculture major at arship are gymnast Gale WyMurray, he plans to work ckoff, swimmers Heathert,'
toward a master's degree in Greenwood and Linda Stimp-,:o
animal science after he son, tennis players Diane Des::
graduates next spring.
for and Barbara Hallquist and
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. volleyball player Lod Jepson
J. A. Menendez of Dade City
1- -and is married to Anna Mucilli
Midfielder Rick Bifulco of!
of Paris, Term., who is also a Uniondale, N.Y., will captain!
Army's 1976 lacrosse team
Murray State student.

ATTENTION BUSINESSMEN,
DOCTORS,LAWYERS,ACCOUNTANTS

you can have the
advantages of expensive
plain paper copies for about
the same price as you're paying
for coated paper copies.
NOW

Along with the lusty hitting
By The Associated Press
and the gorgeous defense, the
a
pitching
staff
that
Reds have
Patti,
includes Don Gullett, the open'
more Claws of the American
ing day starter, Fred Normar
Basketball Association traded
and Gary Nolan and a bullpen
forward Dan lasel to the Denanchored by Clay Carroll, one
The Murray State women's ver Nuggets for veteran center
of the best in the game.
tennis team, which upped its Dave Robisch and undislosed
Gullett will be pitching in a record to 8-1 with victories over future considerations.
'
te.
danger zone at Fenway Park— Kentucky Wesleyan and the
FOOTBALL . .
a treacherous place for left- University of Evansville. JO*. OAKLAND — Veteran quarhanders because of that short weekend, will play in a teas- terback Pete Beathard joined
left-field wall. But Manager team match at Middle Ten- the Oakland Raiders when
Sparky Anderson isn't con- nessee this weekend.
starting quarterback Ken StabOther participants will be ler's back-up Larry Lawrence
cerned about the situation.
"I'll pitch Gullett anywhere, Middle Tennessee, University was placed on the injured rein Yellowstone Park—any- of the South, and UT- serve list.
place," says the Cincinnati Chattanooga.
TKNNIS . .
manager who has led the Reds Coach Nita Head says
MELBOURNE, Australia —
to three pennants in the last six Chattanooga will likely be the American Tom Gorman beat
strongest team the Racers play Bob Giltinan of Australia 7-6, 6years.
this season.
1 in first-round singles action in
The Red Sox, who are startThe Minolta Electrographic" is a revolution in copying maMurray beat Wesleyan 7-2 the South Pacific Tennis Touring unflappable lads Tisuit in and
chines. The first copier to combine the advantages of expensive
Evansville 8-1 to add them nament.
the first game, know exactly to a
plain paper copies and the economies of coated paper copies
victims list that already
MADRID — Top-seeded Guilwhat they have to do to beat
So now you can have the best of both worlds.
included Vanderbilt, Southwest lermo Vilas of Argentina dethe rugged National League
Missouri, Louisville, Northern feated countryman Ricard Cano
• Save up to 64% over the cost of comparable plain
kings.
Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, 6-3, 6-4 In third-round action of
. paper copies especially if you ore a small to medium
Carlton
Points out catcher
and Southern Illinois. The only
Prix Tennis
volume copy user.
Fisk: "You can't stop good Murray loss has been to Ken- the Madrid Grand
• The Electrobond'" copies mode by the Electrogrophic
Tournament.
baserunners. But if the pitchers tucky 5-4.
are dry. . . non-glare .. free slipping ... smudge-free
PHOENIX — Third-seeded
do their job and keep them off
erasable and easy to write on.
Karen Weis won No. 1 singles Nancy Gunter eliminated
the bases, that's how you stop and Sindy and Sandy Macovik
• You cart copy anything from 5/
1
2x8/
1
2to 11x1 7 inches.
Glynis Coles from the $50,000
• High fidelity Electrobond copies capture th• sharpness
them."
No. 1 doubles at both places to Phoenix Thunderbirds wornarid contrast of any original, no matter how detailed.
If Tiant pitches anywhere maintain perfect 9-0-records in ens's professional tennis tourlike he did in last week's Amer- the positions.
nament, 6-4, 4-6, 6-0.
ican League playoffs against
Sindy Macovik is 6-3 at No. 2
GOLF
the Oakland A's, the Red Sox singles, Sandy 7-2 at No. 3,
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Tom
are in business. Boston's "old Linda Spellman 6-2 at No. 4, and Kite played four-under-par golf
TWIN LAKES HAS MINOLTA FACTORY TRAINED
man" pitched a three-hitter Judy Shirrell 6-1 at No. 5. The to eliminate Forrest Fezler
SERVICEMEN STATIONED RIGHT HERE IN MURRAY
against the three-time world No. 2 doubles team of Weis and from the 1117,500 International
TO KEEP YOUR MINOLTA COPIER SERVICED
champions, triggering the Red Sherrill is 6-1. Several squad All-Star matches, 5-and-3.
Sox to a shocking three-game members have played at No. 6
GENERAL
sweep.
singles and No. 3 doubles.
MEDFORD, N.J. — Eugene
The three doubles teams have Mod Sr., founder of the Garden
The Red Sox, in the World
lost only two matches all State Racing Association and a
Series for the first time since
season.
former owner of Hialeah Race
1967 and only the third time in
Off10E PRODUCTS,INC.
The Racers will play at Track in Florida, died at the
owner Tom Yawkey's career in
77.
of
age
perhaps
Western
Kentucky,
314 East Main Street
Boston, are a perfect blend of
BETHLEHEM, Pa. — Hartheir strongest competition in
Murray, Ky. 42071
age and youth.
the state,Oct. 15. The Kentucley vey T.D. Gillispie, 67, the athPhone 733-0123
Outfielder Carl Yastrzernslu, Women's Intercollegiate letic director at Moravian ColCall or stop by for a demonstration of this remarkable new cop.e,
the respected veteran who Is Tournament will be Oct. 30-Nov. lege for 36 years, died following
one of the two players left from
a short illness.
the 1967 Red Sox team, calls
this year's edition the best Boston club he's ever seen. Third
baseman Rico Petrocelli, the
other veteran, agrees with Yaz.
And so do a lot of Red Soxwatchers.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
first
Yastrzemski, who played
base all season while the Red
Sox were using rookie flash
Jim Rice in left field, went
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
back to the outfield for the
playoffs after Rice suffered a
broken hand in the homestretch
of the divisional rare The former Golden Glove outfielder
shows no nervousness over the
quick switch.
• "I tam -play left field tn to,
sleep," says 13oston's acknowleged team leader
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MSU's Jasper Picked For OVC Defensive Star Honors
LEXINGTON, Ky. al)) _
Art Kennedy's running and
Mike Hobble's passing corralled most of the attention
when Murray downed Morehead 17-3 for its first victory of
the season.
But another big contributor to
the Racers' first win in three
outings was linebacker Larry
Jasper, a former defensive end
pressed into service at a new
position because of injuries to
other players.

Jasper's debut was auspicious, to say the least. He
was credited with 12 tackies
and five assists and was selected the Ohio Valley Conference Defensive Player of the
Week.
Mike Robinson of Middle Tennessee was also a success, although his team didn't follow
his lead. The Blue Raiders
were beaten 27-10 by Chattanooga even though Robinson
passed for 165 yards and a
-40

passes for Middle Tennessee,
including nine in a row during
one stretch inihe second ham
when he led the Raiders to
their only touchdown of the
game.
He also kicked the field goal
that rounded out Middle Tennessee scoring for the night.
Others nominated for the defensive honor include:
—Eastern Kentucky's Steve
Hess, who returned four punts
for 100 yards and had three
tackles and a pass interception
in a 49-0 rout of Austin Peay.
—Rick Green of Western
Kentucky, who recovered three
East Tennessee' fumbles and
had 10 tackles and four assists
in a 17-3 win.
—Charlie Wells of East
of North Stars' goalie Cesare Tennessee, who made eight
Maniago snapped in half just tackles and prevented a touchbefore Jerry O'Flaherty scored down on a kickoff return.
—Tennessee Tech's Ed
the game-winner.
Don Lever and Dennis Ver- Burns, who graded at 78 per
vergaert also tallied for last cent and was "almost letter
Division perfect on every play," accordSmythe
year's
champs. Dennis Hextall and ing to Coach Don Wade.
—Austin Peay's Ron Sebree,
Lou Nanne counted for Minwho had 11 tackles in the loss
nesota.

touchdown.
Despite the loss, Robinson
was selected as the OVC Offensive Player of the Week.
Murray Coach Bill Ferguson
praised a Racer defense which
stopped Morehead without a
touchdown. And he noted that
Jasper and his mates held
Morehead's Ron Mosley to just
27 yards in the second half
after he had collected 73 in the
first.
Robinson completed 13 of 21

Canadiens Destroy Kings In
National Hockey League Action

to Eastern.
—LaVon Anderson, Middle
Termessee tackle wha made
nine tackles in a loss to Chattanooga.
Others nominated for offensive honors include:
—East Tennessee quarterback Reed Nelson, who passed
for 89 yards and raised his
league-leading punting average
to 42.1.
—Tennessee Tech's Gary
Perdue, who passed for 130
yards and rushed for 58 more
in a 17-10 loss to Appalachian
State.
—Western's Walt Herod, who
averaged 48.5 yards on eight
punts.
— Austin Peay's Randy
Christophel, who completed 21
'of 30 passes for 166 yards
against Eastern.
—Eastern's Ernie House, who
threw a school record-tying
four touchdown passes against
Austin Peay.
—Art Kennedy of Murray,
who rushed for 134 yards in the
Racers' 17-3 win over Morehead.

By FRANK BROWN
ahead with 47 seconds 40 go.
AP Sports Writer
Myers ruled the puck had been
The game had been billed as knocked in with a high stick.
a forecast of the James Norris
Guy Charron scored for KanDivision first-place race: the sas City, Billy Harris for New
Los Angeles Kings against the York.
Montreal Canadiens in the NaCanucks 3, Minnesota!
tional Hockey League season
The coaching debut of Ted
opener for both clubs.
Harris at Minnesota was ruined
If it was, in fact, a preview by a bad break when the stick
MeKinasy, Angie Ihrtrel, Jess
Kansa
Jeffrey,
Seedy
right,
to
left
row,
top
photo),
GIRLS TEAM — (Top
Deimos Water, Glynis Tubers, of things to come, there's
Hoke, Jody Ganser, Sesaii Ariderses, Debbie Smock, Trade GaMame,
Salle Smith, Mime Todd, Dee trouble on the West Coast. The
Swift,
Deana
Boggess,
Sharon
row,
bottom
Teresa Kale, coach Jobe Ogles;
Canadiens destroyed the Kings
Compton.
Ginger
Brim,
Des Dania,Sbantlea Light, Tammy Freekheiner, Brigitte
krboric'', Dans 9-0, with four players scoring
Bill
Bowden,
Westiey
Feltner,
The
right,
to
left
BOYS TEAM — (Bottom photo) Top row,
Bibb, Jimmy Screw, DierW Thera, two goals apiece and goalie
Abort, Cary McClure, kidth Todd, Richard Young, Kelly Rows, James
Bottom row, Larry Daniel, Ken Dryden stopping a Bart
Gingles.
John
coach
Hargrove,
David Ellis, Greg Daniel, Sahara Coisen, Kicky
Greg lioness, Larry Crashley penalty shot.
Terry Pese
Terry Riole, Raier Scott, Keith Edwerds, Kerry Lamb, Timmy Graham,
"It didn't look like the same
Satterwhite.
Los Angeles team," offered
Dryden, who stopped 29 shots
on the way to the first shutout
of the 59th NHL season.
"That's enough errors by a
team for three or four games."
All the scoring Wednesday
night was by the Canadiens,
who took a giant stride towards
matching the league-leading 374
goals they collected last year.
Jim Roberts, Guy Lafleur, Jacques Lemaire and Bob Gainey
had two goals apiece for Montreal, and Yvan Cournoyer had
the other for Montreal, which
took 48 shots on Kings' goalie
Rogatien Vachon and netted six
shots in the third period.
Ten other clubs opened their
NHL seasons Wednesday night,
as the California Seals surprised the Atlanta Flames 4-3,
OUR BEST!
the St. Louis Blues tied the DeREALISTIC R AM-FM
troit Red Wings 1-1, the Chi4
-CHANNEL RECEIVER WITH STEREOMAXe
New
and
Hawks
cago Black
York Rangers tied 2-2, the
• 25 WATTS MINIMUM RMS PER
CHANNEL AT NO MORE THAN 11
/Canes City Scouts and New
Reg.
TOTAL. HARMONIC DISTORTION PROM
York Islanders tied 1-1, and the
20-20.000 HZ, 4 CHANNELS DRIVEN
Vancouver Canucks edged the
/NTO a OHMS
599.95
Minnesota North Stars $-2.
• STEREOIFTAX POWER OUTPUT AT II
OHMS 60 WATTS MINIMUM RMS
Seals 4, Flames 3
PER CHANNEL AT NO MORE THAN
The young Seals carne back
I1, TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
Exclusive Stereomax instantly converts our magnificent OTA-770 into a versatile
Atbeat
FROM 20.20.000 HZ. 80TH CHANNELS
to
deficit
from a 3-1
stereo receiver with more than double the power per channel More power per
DRIVEN
lanta, which got two goals from
dollar plus all the fine features you want for unsurpassed listening enjoyment Buy
the OTA-770 at 41% off, There s only one place you can find it . Radio Shack
Tom Lysiak and one from Curt
Bennett.
Seals' scorers were rookie
Ralph Klassen, Dave Gardner,
Larry Patey and Bob Murdock.
Wings 1, Blues I
deal.
"Marvin is not part of the
By JOHN MOSSMAN
sum at $600,000.
sprawled on the
Lochead,
Bill
AP Sports Writer
Issel, a four-time All-Star The only players involved are ice five feet from the St. Louis
NOVA-7B 3-WAY
A.
DENVER ( AP i — Wheeler- with the Kentucky Colonels, Issel and Robisch."
goal, swept in a pass from bdan
Issel, a five-year veteran, has
dealer Carl Scheer, never con- had been traded three weeks
Maloney with 1:53 remaining to
ACOUSTIC SUSPENSION SPEAKER SYSTEM
tent to stand idly by if there ago to the Claws, a new Ameri- been among the league's top lift the Red Wings into their tie
are transactions to be made, can Basketball Association scorers and rebotuiders since with the Blues.
EA. Beautiful genuine walnut veneer cabinet
Reg.
moved to shore up the Denver franchise. He initially balked at graduating from the University
with lattice grille 10" woofer and 2
outstanding game by
An
who
Issel,
of Kentucky. The 6-9
Nuggets' weakened center posi- that trade.
119.50
middler/tweeter speakers with special
kept DeJim
Rutherford
goalie
Scheer, the Nuggets' presi- played center his first year troit, outshot 34-19, in con.
tion Wednesday by acquiring
crossover 22% x12 Ihic11 ye"
40-4025
Each
veteran Dan Issel from the Bal- dent and general manager, an- with the Colonels before being tention until Lochead scored.
nounced the acquisition of Issel switched to forward, has aver- Chuck Lefley had broken a
timore Claws.
In exchange for Issel, Scheer only 12 hours after receiving aged 29 points and 12 rfbounds scoreless tie at 3.05 of the third
said the Nuggets gave up veter- news that the team's No. 1 per game during his pro ca- period.
an center-forward Dave Rob- draft choice, 7-foot-1 Marvin reer.
Black Hawks 2, Rangers
"Dan Issel will be my startB
isch and an undisclosed amount Webster, was suffering from a
Fleet center Bobby Sheehan
of cash. One source pegged the form of hepatitis that would ing center," said Nuggets celebrated - his return to the
REALISTIC MC-500
force him to miss all or part of Coach Larry Brown upon learn- NHL with the goal that gave
BOOKSHELF SPEAKER SYSTEM
the 1975-76 season. Webster ing of the trade. "He's great on Chicago a 2-1 lead in the evenplayed in only one preseason the boards and loves to run, so tual tie.
Reg.
game before undergoing a De should fit in well with the
Ivan Boldirev also tallied for
EA.
series of tests at a Denver hos- type of game we play."
while
Chicago,
Bill Fairbairn
39.95
pital.
40-198i
I
and Rick Middleton scored for
Each
"You don't get a chance to
By The Associated Press
New York.
Bowling
get a player of Dan Issel's caBig sound from this space-saving speaker, Genuine
Best-of-7 Series
Scouts 1, Islanders I
walnut veneer enclosure Use with any audio system
libre every day," Scheer said.
Saturday's Game
Standings
Referee Bob Myers disOnly 11 1y4 x9 Yox5141".
"He really fills a hole with the
Cincinnati Gulletti at Boston
allowed an apparent goal by
Magic Tri
Marvin."
of
loss
( Tient)
Bolding League
New York's Jude Drouin that
L
W
Robisch's departure leaves Team
Sunday's Game
would have put the Islanders
5
15
Gro.
Johnson
Denver with only five players Mtrray Ins.
Cincinnati at Boston
15 5
7
13
from last year's Western Divi- Jerry's Restaurant
Tuesday's Game
Sun Bowl Tourney
8
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Lindy's
team.
championship
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(
Cincinnati,
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Boston
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Sources differed on the exact Beauty Box
Wednesday's Game
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9
Bank
compensation given the Claws.
Boston at Cincinnati,(n)
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11
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Texas Tech Red Raiders, coSTEREO
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14
6
David Cohan, president of the Derint.sm Mid
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3
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SYSTEM
8-TRACK
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798
the
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Box
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Saturday's Game
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1
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1404
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MCI
Florist
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sary
04
Bank of Murray
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991
Murray Ins
Nuggets.
Sunday's Game
DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO
Michigan and Texas-F:1 Paso.
High Team Series(SC)
But Scheer emphatically de- Beauty Box
Cincinnati at Boston, if neces2270
2171
nied that statement, saying, Corvette lanes
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sary
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39 95
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The 1975 North Elementary Softball Teams
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MORE INFLATION-FIGHTING BARGAINS FROM
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Denver Trades For
Issel On Wednesday
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Carroll Won't Support Candidate
Who Doesn't Oppose Busing Issue
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic Gov. Julian Carroll, who has been repeatedly
attacked by Republican Robert
Gable for failing to fight school
busing, says he has now put the
busing issue above politics.
Carroll told a Kiwanis Club
meeting in Louisville Tuesday
that even presidential candidates of his own party won't

Home Robbed,
Owner Sues
Free Shopper
An unidentified publisher of a
weekly free distribution paper
turned to the Southern
Publishers
Newspaper
Association recently for help
after they were sued for liability
in the burglary of a customer's
home.
SNPA said the homeowner's
suit apparently claimed that
accumulation of the unsolicited
papers in the yard during the
resident's absence showed the
burglars that no one was at
home and caused them to break
into the house.
One SNPA publisher, also
unnamed, said his paper has
never faced such a suit, but had
"run into some local opposition
based upon 'littering."
The publisher said a "Strict
self-policing policy" has been
put into force that requires the
carrier to pick up Shopping
Guides left from the previous
week. He can then throw the
current issue. If he finds this
,. issue still there the next week,
he is to pick it up and not throw
t. another issue. After a wait of
one month, he is to deliver
again, and follow the same
procedure.

get his support unless they oppose busing.
And he challenged Gable,
who seeks to unseat Carroll in
November, to ask "his presidential candidate"—President
Ford—to work for a constitutional amendment against
busing.
Gable has repeatedly charged
that Carroll, while lieutenant
governor, failed to oppose th•
merger of the Louisville and
Jefferson County school systems.
He h_is also said Carroll
missed an opportunity since he
became governor to delay the
merger, which Gable contends
led to the busing program that
began in Jefferson County this
fall.
But Carroll said Gable enjoys
"the luxury of so many politicians of being able to criticize
everything that I have done
and then not suggest construc-

tively what he is going to do."
Gable has said if he were
elected he would call for a
state initiated constitutional
convention to pass an amendment against school busing for
desegregation.
Carroll said he wonders if
Gable "will have the guts" to
publicly ask President Ford to
&wort an antibusing amendment.
"There is finally something
ie (Gable) can do besides talkIN," Carroll said.
As for Democratic presidential candidates, Carroll said:
"I have informed and I intend to continue to inform, any
Democratic candidate for the
President of the United States
that they might as well stay out
of Kentucky—that they might
as well not come down here
asking for support—unless
they are for a constitutional
amendment against busing."

Robert Proctor
Participates In
Naval Exercises
Navy Disbursing Clerk Third
Class Robert I. Procter, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Eberut Proctor of
Route 2, Hazel, participated in
"Deep Express," an annual
NATO exercise in the Eastern
Mediterranean Sea.
He is a crewmember aboard
the dock landing ship USS
Hermftage, which was one of 17
U. S. Sixth Fleet ships involved
in the Multi-nation exercise.
The U. S. forces joined with
air, ground and seagoing units
from Italy, Turkey, Belgium,
The Netherlands, West Germany and the United Kingdom,
to test the operational readiness
and capabilities of defense
elements of NATO's southern
flank.
The exercise included defense
operations by the combined
NATO ground forces against a
simulated amphibious assault
west of Istanbul, Turkey. The
Hermitage is homeported at
Little Creek, Va.

SIZES
A78-13
08-13
C78-14

Red, White And Blue Day In
Prestonburg Is For Everyone

By Helen Price Stacy
veteran of World War I, my 'What's Right With America.'
If you still have your crayons brothers and my husband Sid He has traveled in 48 of the
and coloring books, then color served in later wars. I don't states,looking the country over.
Saturday, Oct. 25, red, white think we can let people down It's important to him, too, for
and blue. If you want to be a who didn't let us down. Look at he's now a citizen of the U. S."
part of history, then be a part of all the men in years past who
Following the address, the
Marcella Bailey's sixth annual left loved ones to go away and high school chorus and Mrs.
Red, White and Blue Day in do their part in protecting us Haywood will lead everyone in
Prestonsburg on that date. and our country. Forget them? singing "God Bless America."
Chances are, this special event Never! Not as long as I live!" As the song nears it's end,
devoted to patriotism and its
She means it. Patriotism at , Hassell Tackett of Pike County
founder will be included in the Bailey home at Langley, not - * will release hundreds of red,
history books throughout the far from Prestonsburg, is a part white and blue balloons into the
country.
of life. "We talk it, eat it an*:
"I'll tell you why I decided to swing it. If you don't believe it,
An laden group will march in
use so much time and energy to come here to our house and sit tbg parade along with a tepee
get this started," said the on our front porch with Sid and float; other marchers or riders
friendly, vivacious Floyd me and swing in our red, white will be the first pre-school-age
countain. "My dad was a and blue swing."
Little Miss Patriotic (who will
The founder of this patriotic be selected Oct. 10 in a pageant
celebration admits that she gets at the grade school in Martin),
discouraged at the complacent other pageant contestants,
attitude of many towards our numerous floats of business and
country and what it stands for. civic groups and hundreds of
"Then along comes someone school children. "I want to
like our bread man who says his involve as many youngsters as
company wants to have a float possible, because they will need
in the parade. They've even got patriotism if we're to survive
patriotic bread wrappers!" - - — tomorrow, said Mrs. Bailey,
The program will start at 12 who will be riding with her t
noon at-the municipal parking month-old grandson, Se
lot with the raising of the flag by Bailey,and nephew Greg Rowe:
the Kentucky National Guard of
In the Prestonsburg Field
Prestonburg, after which Mrs. House following the parade,
Carlos Haywood will direct the pageants will be held to select
Prestonsburg High School the 1976 Little Miss Red, White
chorus and the audience in and Blue, Junior Miss Red,
singing the national anthem. White and Blue and Miss Red,
Students from Pike County will White and Blue.
lead the pledge to the flag and
We're inviting everyone to,
Sgt. Balser, also of Pike County, Prestonsburg to help us
will conduct the Lord's Prayer. celebrate," offered Mrs. Bailey,
"We're so thankful to have "and asking them to dress in
with us again this year Richard red, white and blue and help
Fymire, adjutant general of the dress up America."
Kentucky National Guard, and
SERGEANT MAJOR RETIRES — Sergeant Major Karl
FIESTA LEARNS
others of the military. We're
Vojanec (right) is presented the United States Army
NEW FOOD RULES
expecting a color guard from
Meritorious Service Medal by tic Johnnie R. Prichard, ProfeSANTA.-FE, N.M. (API —
Fort Campbell and the The annual
ssor of Military Science, Murray State University. The award
Fiesta de Santa Fe,
from
Bicentennial Color Guard
was presented to Sgm Voganec in recognition of his exemafter 262 years of celebrations,
Fort Knox."
finds in 1975 that it has run
plary performance and outstanding meritorious service
Special invitations went to afoul of government repduring his 22 years of service. His distinguished career inGov. Julian Carroll and the lations.
duded service in the infantry and special forces. His last
The Santa Fe City Council
acting lieutenant governor,
the
at
detachment
ROTC
the
with
spent
were
three years
has been told it will have to
Sullivan.
Bill
Sen.
state
university where he was responsible for managing the adFteo Johns, ,the master of limit or eliminate some of the
ministrative functions of the department The sergeant
ceremonies, will introduce Mrs. traditional food booths set up
major and his family will make their new home in Orlando,
Bailey, who will then introduce on the Santa Fe Plaza in order
to comply with New 'Mexico
Florida.
platform guests, including
Improvement
Prestonsburg Mayor William Environmental
Agency standards.
Gobel Jr. and City Manager
District EIA officer Joe HarCurtis Clark.
ris told council members that
said
she
speaker,"
main
"Our
booths must be upgraded to
1P15 S
with much pride in her voice, meet regulations governing
"will be the Rev. Oddvar Berg sanitation and food facilities
Bel-Air Shopping Center
of Russellville, native of Oslo,
The fiesta is held during the
Norway. His topic will be Labor Day weekend.

I

Pre-Season Winter Tire SALE
4 Ply Polyester Cord
Cutlass 78 Whitewall

17844
F78-14

IF 3

P1-607

$2011

$1.98

$2104
$2170
nre

$2.04
$2.27
$2.40
$2.56

1178-15
L78-15

$2778

$3.11

N78-14
600-151
G78-15

$2.77
$1.85
$2.60
$2.83

6 Mos. To Pay
(With Approved Credit)

FREE MOUNTING
NOW OR SNOW TIME

Tire SALE

GILLETTE EXECUTIVE PREMIUM

Grip
Trac

* Grano °mug Svkiv
logiasered fsr Nigb-Spes1
4-P11 Nylon Cad 12/32"
(1.1 koalas, Wag Iheriag
Istrowely Osiet
Ovtstaidiag Casual
IN
ONE

735 a 15
Sandwell

*lag
IA

TS
735-141178-14

$995

77.5-14/11711.14
125-14/078-14
823-13/074P1S
9ips* Sloth of
Wkitosvolls
:
•
h

855-123478-/4
833-13/H78-13
883-14/J78-14
94U11/affi

:21 95•

Best Winter tire value
at—or neer—its price!
4 Full Pty Nylon Cord

Now Has

Gillette Kodiak Steel Belted
ODD LOTS

Th• larhest end Grater
11~ INPr Woar"
Not Mg me but in betts of steel
bet karma
cord NM so top
lois polyester cord Mies

1111-13,
111-11. Kaiak
611-11, bait
r
•
H111-14, bask .............
.
118-15.
1.11-151isesk
$2515.11 1/v
855-15. EX 1/w
•eis-14
115-15, EX s/v
11515. El.,.

° wAiaia%
gAli
?0
((9. 00 g Oc'eEg4

TAPC
'ES

EXCISE TAX
$1.76

$227°
$2482
no29
$2371
$24"

G78-14

1
)en
3

tedgefield

13%
1FF

PRICE
al 976

DO-NOTHING
DENIM

14oz.100x cotton
.0.
with_
• pre-faded, pre-softened
• never needs ironing
• won't shrink out of size
FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY
. .... • .
If thcs pennant show/d prove debt nVe ..orw-ronry,
return ,1 to Sedgef.eld Sportswear Cornpany,Gualay
"Control Dept , 1034 E Lindsey Street, Greensboro,
.
North Carotma 27405, and replacement or refund
wn be merle

ROTC CADETS SWORN IN — Lte Johnnie R. Prichard (left)
Professor of Military Science at Murray State University rs
pictured swaring in 26 MSU students into the ROTC AdVanced Program. This class is more than twice as large as last
year's advanced program class and is also the largest clacc of
the past five years. Upon being accepted into the ROTC advanced program these students will begin to receive $100 a
month for the neat two school -years, participate in advanced ROTC courses and activities, and w3I be commissioned as second lieutenants upon successful (om
pletion of the program and graduation from the universits

$23"
'26°
$27°
1,2915
nos.
$31"
$18"
$18"
$19"
$19"
$19°
$19"
$19"
$19"

-

For Fast
In The
Field
Service
Call..

EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 Co:OwoI•• Rood Near S Po.nrs
Phone 753-3154

Hours Mon inn,

730 5

30

We Don't Talk

About Deals,
ht. Make
Tyon!

•

"•11.11.110ft
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weather phenomenon which stretch (1 1.24 between US 68 at
occurs when slick tire lose Cadiz and the Tennessee state
their grip on a rain-sosked line, is paved with a shoulder-topavement,
causing
the shoulder grooved surface
automobile to skid into bridge which, state engineers say,
abutments or hurtle off the road -sucks the water off the
into a ditch—should never be a pavement, thus reducing the
serious threat to motorists on dangers of hydroplaning."
Kentucky's newest highway.
It is the first major mileage
recent
a
to
Thanks
surfacing anywhere in
such
Opened
of
to
development,
traffic
just
this
engineering
"hydroplaning"--a deadly wet week, the $29.7 million, 28-mile Kentucky," says Assistant

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Sometime within the next few
weeks, an anonymous motorist
heading home through a
pouring rain on 1-24 near Cadiz
will miss possible death by ninehundredths of one inch and
never realize it.

414 MARKET STREET
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

ULUAN MATIACK-1103 E. Wood St.
Serta Box Spring & Mattress $240.00

Total Of

1112 Allen Ave.,
Paris, Tenn.

$3000
Given away

State Highway Engineer G.F.
Kemper.
Kemper said the grooves,
which range from .09 to .18 of an
Inch,are made in the pavement
with what he calls a
"mechanical broom."

apart, it creates the grooves
when pulled across the paved
survace while the concrete is
still wet.
According to the state
Department of Transportation's
Highway Research Lab at the
University of Kentucky the
grooved surface also has proven
its value as a reducer of dry
weather accidents.
In California, researchers

studyuig the effects of groovinii
on six severe curves found not
only a 96 per cent decrease in
wet weather accidents, but also
a 32 per cent decrease in dry
weather mishaps.
Other studies across the
nation have revealed grooving
reduces wet weather accidents
an average of 75 per cent and
reduces fatal accidents by an
average of 50 per cent.
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grooving
found not
ecrease in
s, but also
Ule in dry

Toss the
I grooving
accidents
cent and
nts by an

Rudy's Restaurant
What can you say about Rudy's that thousands of
people aren't aware of... It's been on the court square for
between 40 & 50 years, Rudy's feeds about1700 to 800
people between 6 a. m. and 8 p. m. That should tell you
they have good food.
No atmosphere, no carpet, no music, just darn good
food, catering to all ages. Rudy's starts with a real country
breakfast featuring homemade biscuits, country ham, red
eye gravy. Lunch & Dinner. .. All the ocean catfish you
can eat with all the trimmings plus many other goodies.
And don't forget a big 32 oz. Sirloin for 2 people that is
great and when you pay you feel like you are only paying
for one.
Oh Yes, if you want to talk BASEBALL,they do that too.

ky:•P.146.kk
753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00
Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts

Private Breakfast, tuncheons,-Dinneis

Friday Special
All the Catfish with
All the Trimmings.
All you
$249

Rudy's Restaurant
Court Square

753-1632

The Hungry Bear

PAAI,I1WA

Pancake & Barbeque House

Fine Italian Foods

Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing

Delicious Omelets

1409 Main St. 753-7641
OPen 7 Days a Week

Ham & Cheese - Bacon - Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!

Luncheon and dinner service.
Private/

dining rooms by rosorrotion.

Old Favorites
NEW CAMDEN HWY.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.
Attchalblb on top

PHONE 6426113

For the Finest
in Steak & Seafood
•Fish •Seafood *Steak *Lobster •Chicken
Try Our New Rib-Eye Steak
Sold by The Ounce-Cut To Your Order
Hwy.641 North Open 11 a. m. Mon.-Fri. 4 p. m.Sat. & Sun. 753-4141

Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks-Seafood-4 MH1 ken-Sandwiches
Hamburger-Tender1c)In-Fish-Chuckwagon

Ow menu THURSDAY Chinese Chop Sof f(19 Too Yong. Sweet and Sour Pork,
Baked Ham FRIDAY. Italian Baked laQqns. Haim Spaghetti, White Fisk Cal
Fish SATURDAY Mexican Fncheladas ard TIM, Swiss Utah SUNDAY Rossi
Beel an pis Chicken Breast Roll ups FiERYDAY- Spanish Omelette All Dinners
served with Relish Tray, lean Soup, e.r1 Home Made Bread with every DiOherl
Betty and NI.

Open: Thurs., Fri., Sat. 5-10 Sunday 12-8
Yes We Can Really Please
307 N. 12th
753-6025

A

Lamplighter ResfaUrant
489-2740

Try Our Delicious Super Burgers,
Cooked lust the Way You Like Them

Lubie & Reba's
Super Burger
Phone 753-8488

S.
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STRIKES! merchandise
NITURE
DONbleFUR
HIGpossi
price on the highest quality

WAS
govern
agenc)
dustry
analys
ment
prices
gallon.
The
Price
its min
of the
as an E
sertatit
titre I
analysi

for the lowest

LES
NALChooseTAB
*****************OCCOverASIO
From
100 Tables To

******************

Cr

SINGER

SINGER

White with Simulated Slate Tops. Hex Commode, Doored Cocktail or Square Doored
Commode. Retail Value $119.95 .

$1200
"I'V EACH

Stained Glass Top, Lamp Table, Cocktail or
Square. Retail Value $89.95

A

RIVERSIDE

Ii

Solid Pine Dark Finish. Hex Commode or
Square Doored Commode or Cocktail.. . .

5S
G
12 A
13 S
14 U
15 N

RIVERSIDE
Dark Oak Finish, Chairside Domed Chest, or
Doored Cocktail. Retail Value $119.95 .

RIVERSIDE

FOX

All Wood, Natural Oak Finish. Lamp Tables,
Hex Commode or Square. Cocktail, Modern
.
Styling. Retail Value $11995. . .

Rustic Oak with Westinghouse Scratch
Resistance Top. Square Drawered, Lamp
EACH
. 180°
Tables, or Drawered Cocktail. Retail Value $119.95 $

17 0
19 C
20L
21A
v<
23P.
24 1.<
26 Vi
29'r
31 N
32h

Jr

• FA

33A
34G
&
311 Ti
39 G

Over 30 On Display

41 Pi
43'
45L

JAMISON

JAMISON

JAMISON

Early American, Combination Green Plaid
and Herculon. Makes a Full Size Bed. Retail
Value $359.95

$17700

Rust and Beige Plaid. Makes a Full Size
Contemporary Styling. Retail Value
5299.95

JAMISON

SI

SOB
51 P4
52 V4
54U
55 Iri
56 01
111
97 A4

$291w

RIVERSIDE

BROYHILL

$291N

Early American. Grier% floral Nylon. Makes
A Queen Size Bed. Retail Value $429.95

$241(4

Traditional. Rust and Beige Plaid Herculon.
Makes a Queen Size Bed. Retail Value
$429.95
Contemporary In Natural Brown and
Beige, Stripe Herculon. Retail Value
$599.95

Traditional. Floral In Natural Earth lanes.
Loose Pillow. Retail Value $649.95.

Ist

if

$360®

****
*****
*****
S****
SUITE
OM
******************LIVING RO
Over 100 To Choose From

sla

1 Piece Full Size Sofa and Chair.
Retail Value $149.95

Sofa, Moss Green and Beie horal.
loose Cushion. Retail Value
$499.95

CLAYTON MARCUS

CONSOLIDATED

Sofa. Solid Blue, Antique Velvet.
Solid Leg Coil Spring Construction.
Retail Value $649.95

Full Size Sofa and Love Seat. In
Herculon Popular Colors To Choose
From. Retail Value $359.95. . .

199 CAULTON MCLINDON

Brown Vinyl Early American. Full
Size Sofa and Chair. Retail Value
$449.95

12o

Traditional, Rust Floral, Loose
Cushion. Retail Value $539.95. .

Sofa. Rounded Back, Orange
Velvet. Traditional Styling. Retail
Value $599.95

With That Famous Back
Support System You Have
Heard So Much About.
20 Year Warranty

FREE PARKING
I DRIVE A
LITTLE
SAVE A
LOTII

Complete Line Of

688

Each Piece

'348

FIRM 12 YEAR
3/3 - $34.95 EACH PIECE

4/9 FULL - $39.95 EACH PIECE

Console and Modular

ZENITH STEREOS
In Stock Now!
SURE!WE HAVE OUR
OWN IN STORE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT.

7;

JAMISON
FIRM SUB-REGENT
4/6 FULL - - $49.95 EACH PIECE

SUPER FIRM REUX-0-PEDIC
DELUXE 15 YEAR GUARANTEE
3/3 TWIN - $49.95 EACH PIECE
5/0 QUEEN - $74.95 EACH PIECE
4/6 FULL - $54.95 EACH PIECE
6/6 KING - $99.95 EACH PIECE

FIRM DIPLOMAT
4/6 FULL - $64.95 EACH PIECE

VITAPEDIC ROYAL

MAYFIELD,.1(Y. HIGHWAY 45, ACROSS FROM GENERAL TIRE.

a

mei

SUPER FIRM
4'6 FULL SIZE -$94.95 EACH PIECE

H IGDON FURNITURE STORES
1

IMMO

Cost+10%

LL
CAMPBE
GUARANTEE

SEALY

4/6
$8000
Full Size

25" 1975 Model. Color Console.
Maple Finish Cabinet. One Only! .

'298- BURLINGTHON HOUSE

SEALY

$31

'340 ZENITH
els
11
6
Mod
197
42

Sofa and Chair. Vidorian Floral
Sofa with Solid Mahogany Wood
Trim, With Accent Chair. Retail
Value $999.95

HI STYLE

9
$539

19" Color Portabk 1975 Model
Hybrid Chasis. One Only! . . . .

THE PHANTOM

RAINY

ZENITH

i

BROYHILL

OPEN
AM-5PM
MONDAYS TRU
THURSDAYS AND
SATURDAYS

OPEN
• FRIDAYS
RAM -RPM
A
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government's
anti-inflation
agency is studying dairy industry prices after an economic
analysis concluded that government regulation boosts milk
prices by about 10 cents a half
gallon.
The Council on Wage and
Price Stability hasn't made up
its mind yet about the validity
of the analysis, which started
as an economist's doctoral dissertation. Indeed, the Agriculture Department, which the
analysis blamed primarily for

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Strain for
breath
5 Soak up
God of love
•
12 Region
13 Sign of
zOdiac
14 U.S. Attorney
General
15 Not completely
17 Decorous 19 Choice part
20 Unlocks
21 Affirmative
voles
23 Mental image
24 Lubricate
26 Writing tablet
20 Young boy
31 Negative
32 Mountain on
Crete
33 A slate(abbr.)
34 Goal
30 Bog down
38 Timid
39 Goddess of
discord
41 Period of Urns
43 wore rational
45 Leaks
through
49 Figures of
speech
50 Brook
51 Poker stake
52 Vessel
54 Unemployed
55 Irishman .
56 One, no
matter which
• --Ft Actual being
• 'DOWN

2 Sea In Asia
3 Continued
story
4 Girls nickname
5 Crafty
6 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
7 Parent .
(Colloq.)
8 Run away to
be married
9 Amend
10 Part of stove
11 Title of
respect (pl )
16 Drags
27
Was born. 29
22 Narrow
30
openings
35
23 Country of
36
Europe
37
24 Number
38
25 Electrified
40
42
particle

the higher prices, has attacked
the conclusions as based on
false premises.
But Michael H. Moskow, the
new director of the inflationmonitoring wage and price
council, said in an interview
Wednesday the agency has initiated a review of milk prices
because milk is such an important product for American consumers.
The economic analysis found
that the actual price for a halfgallon of milk in 38 of the 56
federal marketing areas during
Answer to Yesterday's Pu.z2le

13:sPO
f3E-201r,riio •r
r.:TA 111011AM OIMIE2410
• Diworl LIDPG
30M0 120:1C2c1.210PM
=AEA@ .7a12niis PEN
ni
-M3511
0E1 POCIff4 320111E1
LlOP3M513P3 IT4M10

cDoi, •orm-fiu
'ariz -23M151 ;Mali
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3:30

Girl's name 43
Time gone by
Period of time 44
Signify
46
Father
For fear that 47
Beliefs
19
Repulse
50
Eagle's nest 53

Antlered
animal
Wild buffalo
of India
Cronies (cotlog
Pintail duck
Resort
Pigpen
Preposition

111111111111g0M11111111111
611111111111iiltiammaii

1 Stare openmouthed
Distr. by Ceiba! eatery Sys; La, nia

**

99

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER
A DAL( NOT (LASTED 7

1960 was 42.8 cents. The study
estimated that with no regulation at all the price would
have been 39.4 cents.
In those areas in 1970, milk
cost 57.8 cents a half-gallon, but
would have been 47.4 cents
without price regulations, the
analysis said.
Moskow said, "It is a very
controversial issue. Once we
have a better idea what the evidence shows, then I think we
can see whether any policy action is appropriate."
The council can hold hearings
on subjects and subpoena evidence. It has no power to order
price rollbacks or changes in
regulation, although its composition of top economic specialists gives it considerable political influence.
Moskow said the council is
looking at federal and state
regulations dealing with milk
prices as well as the entire
dairy industry.
One of the recent studies
which attracted the council's
interest was by John E. Kwoka
Jr. He studied federal milk
marketing orders while working toward his doctorate at the
University of Pennsylvania and
refined the study while assistant professor of economics at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He recently
went to work in the Bureau of
Economics at the Federal
Trade Commission.
Under federal milk marketing orders, the Department of
Agriculture sets the minimum
prices which farmers must receive for the milk they produce, according to whether it's
finally used as table milk,
cheese or dried milk. .
The federal regulations,
which amount to a floor under
prices, now cover the 58 marketing areas around major metropolitan centers. Those mar-

keting areas cover about 70 per
cent of the nation's population.
Kwoka's analysis attempted
to construct a price for milk clamming there was no regulation. Although his study did
not specifically deal with retail
price regulations in the 17
states with the authority to set
such prices, Kwoka said in an
Interview his findings could
fairly be applied to both state
and federal regulations.
Kwoka said the effect of the
federal regulation is to preserve inefficient milk producers
while blocking expansion of
market power by the most efficient milk producers, primarily those in the Minnesota-Wisconsin area.
HEAVY WATER USER
Louisville uses more water
than any other municipality in
the state. It takes between 120
and 130 million gallons of water
from the Ohio River every day.
Lexington takes 32 million
gallons a day from the Kentucky River.

*kWh:1W
2

Notice

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
cla‘sified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

A PAq UHERE I MET THE
eIRL OF.W DREAMS WAS
ELECTED PRESIDENT OF OUR
COWIN,LOON THE NOBEL. PRIZE
AND HIT A HOME RIJN'

1135,41h Street
Manny

For dependable watch
and jewelry repair
Factory Approved
Accutron Service

Murray Coins
And Antiques

HE
LOOKS
LIKE
HE'S
READY --

- FOR A
QUICK

CU 'OM BUILT portable
binding 8 x 10, $388.00. 8 x
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Hick's
on
Located
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

AFRICAN TRADE beads,
decorative fish net, wine
bag. Rine stones and
setting machines and
other items. Call 753-0646.

3. Card Of Thanks

WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation and
thanks for the many acts
of kindness extended to us
following the death of our
husband, father, grandfr
father, and brother,
If You
Charlie Haley.
Need Them:
Special thanks to Dr.
Hughes, nurses in
Donald
753-144i ,
Fire
ICILot
the Murray---the
753-1621 Police
tallow a y` County
753-6952
Rescue
Hospital, donors of food
753-9332
Ambulance
and flowers, the Merry
Hospital Emergency...
Ambulance service, the
753-5131
X-ray and laboratory
departments of the
Comprehensive Care...
Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
753-6622
the quartet, Rev. John
Poison Control 753-7588
Bradley, Rev. Eura
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Mathis, the pallbearers,
753
-NEED
Need Line...
and
the Max Churchill
Learn to Read. . 753-2288
Funeral Home.
May God's richest
Social Concerns
blessings rest upon each
Committee and
of you in your hour of

JARMAN
SHOES

KING'S DEN
WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them
Needline, 753-6333.
NOW WASZE
DID MY TIMER
60T-

15. Articles For Sale

opposite bus station.
108 North
bib Street
153-0140.

TELLER

GETAWAY

8 Storage Buildings

Wasted: Ciales-Geld-Silver
Depressios Glass

The Ledger
lk limes
I THINK
THERE'S
A CROOK
IN THIS
SANK

BABY SITTER in my home
once or twice a week. 10 to Bal AMP SERVICE light
pole. Call 753-7975.
1 p. m. Call 753-9537.

Funks
Jewelry

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS
, News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-19 /9
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917.

ONLY THE NEWSPAPER•keeps
you so completely informed,
becouSe newspapers ore
-local- and best present the local news - including helpful
weather reports.

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

AVON

Earnings
Christmas
Begin Now for Avon
Representatives. Sell
full-or part-time. Over
18.
NEED A HIGH school
(GED) Equivalency
Certificate? Let us help
you! Murray Adult
Learning Center. Phone
762-6971.

THANKS TO each of you
for your kindness during
my recent illness. Your
prayers, visits, flowers,
mail and the good food,
we did appreciate so
much. Sincerely, Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Gibbs.

LOST, GREY and black
terrier. Has flea tag,
answers to queenie. Lost
on Mayfield likhway.
Reward, 753-3463.

MECE

5

I WAS
GOING
BOWLING

ellel=11

WHY DID YO' f3U5T- OLJTCRYIN' AT TH'

PM
imu

AID
vs

s
i
PM

SIGHT"o'me Al-4 IS GONNA BE AROUND FO'YAR5
AM'Y4R5 AM'

INSURANCE

The sooner you cell,
the sooner you save.

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Mctin
Phone 753-0489

LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver INSURANCE
in the Cypress Bay Resort Homeowners, fararea. Reward offered. mowners, mobile
homeowners, low rates
Call 901-232-8662.
excellent claim service.
Galloway Insurance and
Realty, Phone 753-5842,
Help Wanted
Murray, Ky.
MANAGER FOR Kwik Pic
Market, Whitnell Ave.
Applications taken daily
from 7 a. m. to 4 p. m.

EXPERIENCED
MECHANIC needed.
Apply in person. Purdom
Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac. W.
Main St. Murray, Kr.•
42071.
Ignorance about colon
or rectum cancer. Because
there's an exam called
a procto which can detect
these cancegs early,
while they're most curable.
If you're over 40, make sure
your doctor givlou
a procto as part of your
health checkup.

If you're a
good driver,
Icon
probably
save you
money on ca
insurance

The Haley Family

5 lost And Found

LEGAL SECRETARY Shorthand and typing
required. SeRd resume to
Box 577.
MALE OR FEMALE to
hardware
in
work
department, should have
some knowledge of
hardware. Good working
conditions. 94, 5 days a
week. Longer hours can
be arranged if desired.
Send resume to P.0. Box
32D.
at
WANTED
COOK
Gallimore's Restaurant
in Hazel. Call 492-97M.

VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
up.
diameter
and
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
_
GRAND PIANO, baby or
concert size. Walter F.
Sill, Jr. Route 7, 13enton,
Ky., 42025. Call 502-5279948.

Geed

'Help Wanted

P. 0. Box 324

MAPLE TR
ch
con
214
SPACE SAVER washer
and
dryer
by
Westinghouse. Can be
used stacked or side by
side. Perfect condition.
Phone 753-8479 before 11
a. m. or after 8 p. m.
REFRIGERATOR, pool
table, chest, coffee and
end-- --tables, corner
cabinet, 'wrought iron
table , matching chairs,
maple buffet, rocking
chair. Call 753-0154.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
753-6760,
Montgomery,
day or night.

17 Vacuum Cleaners
HOOVER
VACUUM
cleaner. -Three month old,
all attachments, 65
Chevrolet Chevelle,
Malibu. Four door power
brakes, power steering,
A-1, good rubber. Call 7533732 after 5 p. m.

19. Farm Equipment
HARVEST SPECIAL - 16
ft. 350. Bushel goote neck
grain trailer. Glotation
tires. 20 ton hoist. List,
$5,410. Now, $4,875. AgriProducts. Call 753-2958.
430 CASE FARM TRAt:---TOR, bushhog and blade
Call 354-6392 or 753-9807
D-6
CATEPILLAR
bulldozer, good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-9807.
16 Fr. TILT trailer. Call
753-7370.
Farm Equipment-disc,
bushog, grader blade,
grader box. Call 753-7370.
1030 CASE TRACTOR,
diesel, 13 ft. John Deere
disc, 5-16". Bottom Oliver
plow. All in good condition. Can 527-8504.

Wont To
Buy
Will

xi"
Electric Stove
and Refrigerator
Cott 753-5108
after 6:00 p.m

NEW AND USED John
Deere planters, AllisChalmers hard land
planter. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892

NOTICE
Ken Mosher Deceased, August 30,
Anyone knowing of Ken's outstanding
bills, assets or personal property please
contact Mr. Baley Mosher, adminstrator
of the Estate through Ken Mosher,
University Station, Box 3166, Murray
Kentucky or Haley Mosher, 537 Orchard
Lane, Eureka, Mo.63025.

-- 4,

Someone to work in TV
and Stereo store with
*ood personality and
,sonie sales ability.
Send Resume to

ATTENTION
DUCK
hunters: used styrofoam
for duck blinds, etc.
Cypress Springs Resort.
Phone 436-5496.

MATERNITY CLOTHES WANTED: MAN and wife
Size 16. Call 753-4732.
to live with two elderly
people and to help with
husband. A salary will be
CB WALKIE-TALKIE, 5
paid. Call 753-5560.
watt, 6 channels. Chan1,10, 11, 14, range 15
nels
GENERAL OFFICE work
miles. Plugs for acwanted: shorthand,
cessories such as mike,
typing, etc. Key punch
exernal speaker, exoperator. Call 7534309.
ternal antenna. A. C.
battery
and
power
charge. Must sell. Call
753-8046.
$15,000 INVESTMENT.
Buys 25 per cent of local
16 Home Furnishings
business with established
clientele. Monthly return
exceeds 4450.00. Send NATURAL GAS cook
stove. Can be used for L.
reply to Box 32-B.
P. Gas. $25.00. Call 4928346.
12. Insurance

SOITOw.

HOSTESS FOR Watkins
Party Plans. Call 7535550.

THIS LUMP ON KY HEAO
WHEN I TOLD TOOTSIE

9 Situations Wanted

BEN FRANKLIN wood
stove. 4125. Call 437-4565.
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19 Farm Equipment

19. Farm Equipment

20 Sports Equipment

1972 870 CASE tractor and
equipment. Call after 6 p.
m. 753-7108.

410 MASSEY FERGUSON
combine, 16 foot header
Call 474-2378.

NORTHWESTERN GOLF
CLUBS, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GB 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farin trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.

"THE BASIS OF ALL WEALTH IS REAL
ESTATE" and ROBERTS REALTY, with approximately sixty years of real estate
experience, is waiting to help you begin
your fortune! Check with them today!
Well worth a phone call is the house on Ford Road
with four bedrooms, three full baths, beautiful
fireplace and three car garage. Completely carpeted and dream kitchen! Owner leaving town and
must sell property! Make your bid today!
You can well afford the house at 1714 Ryan Avenue.
Three bedrooms; 1 12 baths; storm windows and
doors; carpet. Priced to move at only $26,750.00!
If dollars count, see this in a hurry! Located at 218
South 11th. and featuring four bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and dining area and utility room.
Large shaded lot. $16,750.00!
Worth your careful consideration is this three
bedroom brick and one acre of land on the Coles
Campground Road. All the rooms are spacious including the formal dining and recreation room with
fireplace. Outside storage!
Just one block from Murray State University is this
three bedroom brick with living room, 14'2 baths and
complete kitchen. Backyard joins University
property. An investment with many. prIssibilities.
$25,000.00.

I.EXTRA WIDE and deep
John Boat - factory blue10 h. p. Mercury motor
and trailer. All new in
1974. All used only 4
hours. $750.00. Call 7536029 or 354-8628.
PAINTED
FT.
12
aluminum boat. Brand
new. Never been in the
water. Bicycles - one 20"
and one 26"-3 speed. Like
New. Call 753-7475.
NORTHWESTERN ( proline ): 2-9 Irons, 1-5
Woods; Hogan Driver and
Sands Wedge; ping and
bullseye putters; Dunlop
Bag. $150.00. Call 753-0937
at night.

-Quaint country place to fix up is the house at Old
Mao. Two bedrooms, living room, kitchen, utility
and bath.$5,500.00.
A real investment as well as a comfortable place to
live profitably now can be found at 402-404 South 6th
Street. Large duplex with three bedrooms on one
side, two on the other. Two, double car garages!
Must be seen to appreciate. $25,000.00.

15' LARK recreation
trailer, 14' aluminum boat
and trailer, call 753-2217
after 5.

Nestled on lovely, tree-bordered acre lot is this five
room, aluminum siding house. Approximately two
year old house with outside storage. $19,000.00!
Owner would consider financing!
At the end of a country road is this eleven room
house and ten acres of land. Beautiful setting for the
beautifully "blended" in house! large walk-in
basement. Less than two years old! No reasonable
offer refused!
Country living can be yours with the purchase of
- this ftve room house located on the Irvan Cobb
Road.$11,000.00!
Fourteen karat luck is yours with the purchase of
the house at 906 Sycamore. Seven large rooms on
main floor with two rooms upstairs. Lot is 225 feet
deep with beautiful large trees. $14.250.00!
Newly-weds dream come true is the house and all
the furniture at 807 North 17th Street! Five room
house; carpet; dorm doors and windows; air conditioner; plus furniture for only 620,000.00! House
alone can be bought for $18,500.00

26. TV Radio

1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.

22. Musical

We are
Number

1974, 12 x 60 trailer never
been lived in. With service pole. Call 753-2204.

Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924 lean Bennett - 753-2590
Ray Roberts - 753-5583 Edna Knight - 753-4910
Lela Parker - 753-6086 Anna Requarth - 753-2477
T. C. Collie - 753-5122

FLUTE SELMAR special,
good condition. Two years
old. Must sell. Call 7538046.

12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
POLLED
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, REGI1ERED
HE FORD bulls, 7 no.
central heat and air,
to 15 no. .tiso cows, bred
throughout,
carpeted
open heifers. Call 901and
refrigerator and stove,
247-5487. Rex Robinson.
electric fireplace, underpinned, excellent
condition. Call 753-9816. 36 For Rent Or Lease

MUSIC LESSONS. Piano,
organ, guitar, clarinet
and accordion. J. & B.
Music, Call 753-7575.

24. Miscellaneous
WOOD
HEATERS.
automatic, cast iron fire
box, brick lined, porcelin
enamel cabinet. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

Ashley

Wood Burning
Heaters
Now At

Purdoms,
Inc.
753-4872

29. Mobile Home Rentals
FOX MEADOWS AND
Coach Estates Mobile
Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces
for families only. Call 7533855.

FIR cAVOOD, $10 per rick
and 820 per t{uck load.
Delivered.
Handyman.
Yard work. Call 753-6086.
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.

AUCTION
NOTICE
Over 600 items were offered at our auction not 1 was bid in or refused selling. We
appreciate our friends being with us. Will
the buyer of an iron tea kettle or one
knowing who bought it phone me at 7533375. This will be a great favor.

Douglas
Shoemaker

1971 /
2 TON Ford tran1
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippentiale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.

26 TV Radio
USED COLOR TV, $129;
Color TV and stereo
combinationJ4iB Music.
Call 753-7575,
_ _
60 AMP Electric
service
pole, complete. Call 753-

TWO OR THREE bedroom
house in or around
Murray. Call 753-5240.

37. Livestock - Supplies

BEAUTIFUL 5 year old
mare. New big horn
saddle. Call 753-6018.
BRED GILT, Call 436-5556.
CALVES, GRAIN fed,
freezer.
ready
for
Slaughter date reserved.
Call 498-6321 days, 4988303 nights.
WHEAT STRAW and Hay.
Call 753-8156 and 7534401.

38. Pets

e•

ARC REGISTERED Irish
setter puppies and older
dogs. Fifty dollars and up.
Call 753-6029 or 354-8628.

POINTER BIRD dogs. 6
months old. See Charles
E. Cathey, 2 miles south
YOUNG MARRIED
of Benton on Hwy. 641"
COUPLE looking for
call 527-6381.
house in the country. Call
436-2510. Ask for Connie.
FOUR IRISH SETTER
puppies. 3 months old.
32 Apartments For Rent
Call 753-5309,
APARTFURNISHED
all the
MENTS. One or two BIRD CAGE has
happy
bedrooms. Zimmerman equipment for a
Call
Reasonable.
bird.
16th
Apartments South
753-4954.
Street. 753-6609.
KENNELS 1 BEDROOM furnished PARADISE
grooming,
and
Boarding
efficiency apartment.
delivery
pick
and
up
$75.00 a month. Call 753service now available.
9842.
Call 753-4106.

or'eat
Nice large furnished
ent for 3, 4 or 5
irks

Phone
753-5865
or 753-5108

ii
41 Public Sales

41 P,

2 PARTY YARD SALE.
Fridky and Saturday, 510
So. 7th. 8 o'clock till
GONE. Good stuff - all
has to go.

NE1
wii
641
Ke

43. Real [cwt.
LARGE BRICK home
located at edge of
Murray, large lot, could
be used as a 2 or 3
bedroom home, den with
fireplace. Needs some
minor repairs, but a value
for the handyman at the
asking price of $19,500
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.

R0I
lou
Syc
lice
Per
plu
clii
Per
con
lik
ES

BEST BARGAIN in town, 3
bedroom, brick veneer
home. With 28 x 28
basement, central gas
heat, some carpeting,
formal dining room,
priced at $19,950. Call 7538080 or come by 105 North
12th, Boyd-Majors Real
Estate.

34 Houses For Rent

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano 28. Heat.ng 8 Cooling
BOAT STORAGE, now .
Company, across from
through April 30. $125.00
Post Office, Paris,
per season. Call 354-8469
PERFECTION OIL
Tennessee. Also The
Aurora.
HEATER. Big enough for
Antique Mall, 4th &
3 or 4 rooms. With outside
Sycamore, Murray,
tank and tubing. $45.00. FOR RENT: place to keep
Kentucky.
horses. Good pasture.
Call 753-3054.
Barn and riding area. Call
GUITAR LESSONS begins
753-2280.
October 11th. $1.50 each.
J&B Music. Call 753-7575

WE BUY, SELL, and
repair grandfather and
other old clocks. The
Clock Shop. Call 753-7575.

Phone 753-1651

41 Pub

FURNISHED APARTKENT single person or
couple, call 753-7915.

8 x 42 LIBERTY trailer. THREE BEDROOM house.
Call 753-7567
Ideal for lake use. Air
conditioner. Harvey
Elder, 75 Shady Oaks. FURNISHED
4
Call 753-6537, after 4
BEDROOM house near
o'clock.
university. Call 753-7575
or 753-0669.
12 x 60, 3 BEDROOM or 2
and one utility room. Air NICE 2 BEDROOM house.
conditioner, washer and
room.
purpose
All
dryer. Call 753-9265.
Garage. Close to schools.
Inquire 1408 Poplar.
1973 12 x 60, 2 bedroom,
Homette. With front THREE BEDROOM, trick
dining-room, shag carpet, house, 11
2 bath, electric
/
un- heat, fenced in back yard,
heat,
central
derpinning and steps. Call near University. $150.00
753-4038.
per month. Call 435-4231.

31 Want To Rent

412 South 12th St.

40 Produce

2 BEDROOM BRICK
house. Furnished, in
12 x 64, 1972, 2 BEDROOM,
Couples only.
country.
2 baths, central air, exafter 5:30 p.
492-8594
Call
cellent condition. Call 489m.
2440.

Investment property plus! That's the 39 acres and
four bedroom,three bath, cedar house on North 16th
Street. Central heat and air, two fireplaces, carpet
and large walkout basement. An inbelievable buy!
'PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
Call ROBERTS REALTY today!
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 753WE ARE SELLING PROPERTY AT ROBERTS
8911.

REALTY, LOCATED AT SOUTH 12th
STREET AT SYCAMORE, WE HAVE THE
PERSONAL, EXPERIENCE AND KNOW
HOW TO GIVE YOU THE VERY BEST PERSONAL SERVICE IN TOWN, LIST YOUR
PROPERTY WITH US YOU WILL BE
PROUD YOU DID.

32 Apartments For Rent

YARD SALE Friday and
RED SWEET potatoes. FIVE PARTY yard sale, Saturday, 8-dark. 2
October 10 and 11. 9 until
Call 753-7894.
miles north of Stella on
dark. Turn off Old
Watch for signs.
299.
A
Murray Paris Highway
41 Public Sdles
_ Clothes childrens and
onto
gravel
road
at
Green
NICE Two BEDROOM,
adults., toys, trolling
1
Plain Church.
duplex THREE PARTY yard sale.
unfurnished
motor, trinkets. Priced to
apartment. Convenient
Coats, clothes, shoes,
sell.
A
location. Available imsome new. Toys, books, THREE PARTY yard sale
-at Waldrop's Trailer
mediately. Prefer couple.
Avon, low prices. Clean
V
TV's
6 PARTY YARD SALE, at
Call 753-3493.
Sale. 236 Riviera .Ct., Court. Next to Drive-In
101 South 12th. Friday and
Radio's
0
Theatre,
9
a.
Saturday,
m.
Friday and Saturday, 9-4.
10-5. A lot of
Saturday.
In case of rain, sale will to 5 p. m.
Stereos
MURRAY MANOR - All
X
Watkins Products and
be held at later date.
new, all electric, one and
Avon Bottles.
& El Music
two bedroom apartments.
and
Friday
SALE,
YARD
and
THREE PARTY garage
Stove, refrigerator,
Chestnut St. Murray,Ky.
9-5. 1509 CARPORT SALE sale, 1605 Catalina. Saturday.
water furnished. On
753-7575
Saturday, October 11th,
Womens
Drive.
Clayshire
641
off
a.
8
Just
Friday and Saturday.
Duiguid Road.
108 South 13th St. Starts at
Baby
7-12.
sizes
clothes
m. to 5 p. m.
North. 753-8668.
7
a. m. 1964 Mercury,
miscellaneous.
and
items
27. Mobile Home Sales
electric range, small
SIX PARTY carport sale.
appliances, 2 power
OR RENT, 1972 12 x 65, 3 FOUR BEDROOM, 2 bath
Avon bottles, girls and CARPORT SALE, Friday
from
block
One
mowers, clothing, toys
house.
East.
94
on
Saturday
and
bedroom,central air, wall
boys jeans, little girls
and games and many
MSU. Call 753-6776 after 5
Chapel
Next
Dewards
to
to wall carpet. All elecclothes, teenage clothes,
other items.
P. m. tric. Call 753-7609 after 5.
ladies and mens clothing. Church. Begin 10 a. m. to
laundry
5
Flat
m.
top
p.
Toys and miscellaneous.
stove, hames with brass 10 PARTY RUMMAGE
WE "BUY used mobile 33.Rooms For Rent
907 Vine, Friday and
SALE, large variety of
Avon
homes. Top prices paid.
Saturday, 8-6 both days. knobs, shoe lasts,
items. Saturday, October
bottles, Jim Bean and
Saddle and Spur Trailer CLOSE TO COLLEGE.
llth only, at 8 to 4 at
dishes,
Tools,
others.
Sales, Paducah. Call 442$60a month Call 753-2604. YARD SALE. Friday and
Legion
American
and
couch
alarm
docks,
443-8226.
1918 or
Saturday,8 a. m. on 310 S.
2604.
Building.
other
things.
many
8th St. Most everything.

45 LB. BEAR Grizzly
hunting bow. Spare string
and other accessories.
$50.00. Call 753-1866.

15 FT. SWISS SIX. 75
horsepower. Johnson
outboard. Complete with
trailer. Excellent condition. $800 or best offer.
Phone 753-1515.

X 310

X

mebb„.

40. Produce
OLD CORN in the shuck.
Good grade Phone 753\2764
TURNIPS FOR SALE,
$4.110 bushel, bring containers. Call 642-4439.

DESIRABLE 3-BEDROOM YEAR-AROUND
ALMOST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK in
HOME overlooking Cypress Creek Embairnent,
Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2 miles Southeast of
near Shamrock Resort. Constructed of brick and
Murray. Has central heat and air, wall to wall carredwood has a fireplace in the family room, dish2 baths, enclosed garage. Floor plan con/
peting, 11
washer, refrigerator, two full baths, wall to wall
sists of a living room, family room, kitchen, utility- ----carpeting, central heat and air, two redwood decks
room,and 3 bedrooms.
located just outside the bedrooms.
65 ACRES that need cleaning up. Approximately 18
tendable acres in Blood River bottom. Has an old
frame house that could be restored. Priced-a
$13,500.

2-BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE on a good sized lot,
one mile Southeast of Murray on Hwy. 121. Has well
water (city water available), electric heat, carpeting. Priced at only $7,500. Financing available.

BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Fairview Acres Subdivision, 3 miles Southeast of
Murray. Has community water system, wall to wall
2 baths, utility
/
carpeting, central heat and air, 11
4acre lot.
3
room,enclosed garage,/

55 ACRES, ALL WOODED,located 10 miles South
of Murray,in Henry County,'Tn.$125 acre.

BUILDING SITE FOR A CLEAN-UP SHOP, within
one mile of Murray City limits, on Hwy. 121,
Southeast. Priced at only $6,000 and owner will
finance. On city water.
WELL KEPT 2-BEDROOM FRAME, with
aluminum siding, located on a 125' x 135' comer lot
at Cherry Corner. Has been totally re-worked within
the past 2 years. Must be seen to be appreciated.

RENT... COMMERCIAL
FOR
BUILDING....with living quarters. Located
2 miles Southwest of Murray at the in1
3/
tersection of Ky. 1550 and Ky. 783, on a 2 acre
tract adjoining the Southwest Elementary
School grounds. Has central heat and air, carpeting, 2 baths, good well (city water
available), electrically operated overhead
shop door. Available immediately.

3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 2210 Gatesborough
Circle. Has a living room, family room with afireplace, large kitchen with dining space, dining ell
off the living room, sun porch, lots of closet space,
utility room, double garage, patio with natural gas
grill.
2-BEDROOM WATERFRONT HOME on Kentucky
Lake. Spacious floor plan includes a huge kitchen
and dining area overlooking the water. Two large
porches, one screened-in, two baths, central heat
and air, carpeting.
GOOD 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME (asbestos
shingles) with an income apartment building at the
rear of the property. Home has been completely remodeled recently, the two apartments are presently
rented and bringing in a good return on the investment. Located at 603 Vine Street.
3 ACRE COMMERCIALLY ZONED TRACT within
the city limits of Murray.Has all city utilities
available. Located at the Northeast corner of 16th
Street and Hwy. 121 By-Pass. Owner will sell or
build and lease to suitable tenant.
6 ACRE TRACT OF LAND,suitable for almost any
commercial use,located at the city limits of Murray
on US-641, North.
20 ACRES OF LAND with a 2-bedroom brick home
( basement type), smokehouse with two carports,
stock barn, spring-fed creek, good deep well. House
has central heat and air, ceramic bath, wall to wall
carpeting. Immediate possession.
REDUCED TO $7,000!!! 2-bedroom frame house on
a one acre tract, located East of Almo on the Independence Methodist Church Road. Owner is
determined to sell.
LARGE STORE BUILDING, situated on one plus
acre of land, 2 detached shop-garage buildings.
Store building has 9-rooms and bath apartments upstairs. A steal at $14,500.

30 ACRE FARM, located 4 miles West of Murray,
near Stella. Has woven wire fences,stock pond, well
water piped to all fields, large machinery shed,
good tobacco barn, 4-stall stock barn, orchard, 5
acres of marketable pine timber, 21 acres tendable
ground. Check our reduced price on this one.

.

f
I

50 ACRE FARM with a large tobacco barn. 25-30
acres in cultivation this year, the balance in woods.
2 miles Southeast of Murray on a
1
Approximately 6/
good blacktop road.
MOBILE HOME LOT,located on Pottertown Road
(Ky. 280) near the new East Elementary School. Lot
has city water, septic tank and field line already installed, 225' deep lot. $2,500.
16 ADJOINING LAKE AREA LOTS in Center Ridge
Subdivision. Owner will sell one or all. Choice
building sites in or out of the woods.
10' x 40' ONE BEDROOM MOBILE HOME. Ideal
for a week-end retreat. Located on a wooded lot in
Keniana Subdivision. Set up and ready for occupancy. Only $4,500.
100' x 375' LOTS, your choice of five (5), located on
US441, approximately 5 miles South on US-641.
Good building site for mobile home or????

Su
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2
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67 ACRES GOOD PRODUCING LAND, located 11
miles South of Ky.-Tn. border, near Crossland. Has
a relatively new tobacco barn, large pond stocked
with fish, 25-30 acres tended this year. Low price per
acre.
190 ACRE FARM,with an almost new 3-bedroom 12'
wide Mobile 1-lome, a deep well, several outbuildings. Suitable mainly for cattle farming.
Located on Watts Road, near Kentucky Lake.
_
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located 15 miles
Southeast of Murray, near the Ky.-Tn. border. Has
310 acres under fence, 2 commercially producing
sand pits, It acres of fertile Blood River Bottomland, 150 acres tendable. Financing assistance
available.

VOL

for
pas
cre

"Iewmat
lama

4 rental apartment units. Located at 710 Poplar
Street, near downtown. Producing an excellent rate
of return on the investment.
FOR RENT...4-Bedroom Brick home in Panorama
Shores...immediate poasecsion. Owner has spent a
good deal of money on this home. Has cehtral
heating, wall to wall carpeting, 2 ceramic baths,
large family room,community water system.
758' FRONTAGE on Hwy. 121 (Mayfield Road) and
400' frontage on Johnny Robertson Road. Excellent
commerical location or multi-family housing units.
Will sell all or by the front foot.
NUMEROUS residential building lots for sale out in
the county. Many have had percolation tests successfully performed and are approved for starting
construction. Check with us before you buy!!!
23 UNIT MOTEL with owners residence apartment,
located at Aurora, near the site of the new Music
Hall. Some motel units and some kitchenettes.
Serious prospects are invited to inspect the income
records. Can be a money-maker.

To BUY,See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty,int.
Office Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Saturday
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young-753-4946

Phone 753-7333
408 South 4th Street
Ishmael Stinson - 753-3744

Licensed In Kentucky and Tennessee
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NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE

FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail(Ky
1918), a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. These lots
are located in an exclusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Electric and phone are in
the area. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street.
Murray, 753-0101 or 7537531.
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT
ONLY
$9,950.00

LILE REAL ESTATE
& AUCTION

Tiny Tots
Nursery
*Drop In Service by the hour er
day
*Openings Availcble
753-1994

Real
'Estate
By Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

A BETTER BUY
Sure mortgage interest
rates are higher than they
were, but so are the market
values of homes and land
Please believe me when I
say that even at today's inflated prices and interest
rates, real estate is a better
buy than anything else you
can go after with borrowed
dollars.
Financing for other purchases often costs twice as
much - and these things
depredate whie a house
usually grows in value
Check the trade-in value of
your car when you turn it in
for a new one. Also for the
past ten years, real estate
values have doubled the increase in the Dow )ones

average.
In this sense, real estate is
the most worth-while investment you can make,and
your best protection against
inflation. And don't forget
the priceless dividends your
Unify will enjoy as you live
Is your growing investment

iorama _
ipent a
cehtral
baths,

id) and
:cellent
g units.

141' FRONTAGE x 201'.
Nice trees. On 641 South.
For a new home or mobile
home. Call 753-0774.

STRIKE
/0.41

ONE, 1 acre lot. One 121 5
miles East, on city water.
Call 7534067.

115 ACRE FARM, 3
bedroom frame house
located in Marshall
County. Call 354-6390.
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THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.

BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM
trick house in Canterbury
Subdivision. Very comfortably
laid
out.
Beautiful location on
corner ground with ATTRACTIVE THREE
strewn and trees. For
bedroom home near
appointment call 753-9513.
Carter School on south
lath Street. Large family
3 BEDROOM HOUSE for room with fireplace,
sale by owner, $20,000,
dining room, living room,
with all furniture and
ample closet space.
appliances, $22,000. Call
Newly decorated both
753-2380.
inside and out. Dishwasher, disposal and
AL1FIED REBATE - 3
stove included. Move into
bedroom, 2 baths, comthis reasonably priced
plete kitchen, 1,584 square
home NOW! John C.
foot living area. 504 Blair
Neubauer Realtor, 505
St. Call 753-9403.
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Res. 753-7531, Off. 753BY OWNER, new 4 0101.
bedroom Tr -level house.
Unique design features 47. Motorcycles
lovely fireplace and 3 full
baths. You will„want to 1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
consider this hose. Call
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
753-3903.
m.

51 Services Oftered

ELECTRICAL
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning
and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-.8841
or 753-7203.

HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.

serHOUSECLEANING
vice and window washing.
Call 753-1979.

DO
WILL
HOUSECLEANING. Call
492-8354.

SMALL DOZER work
done. Call 753-7370.

EXPERIENCED Electrician. 30 years depenservice,
dable
homewiring, remodeling
repairs, service changes,
grain bins 8i dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.

FIREWOOD BY truckload.
94 ton, on Pottertovm
Road. $10.00, you pick up.
Call 753.9618.

fi there is aerie_ ng we can

do to help you lithe field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PURDOM &
THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
407 Maple St., Murray.
Phone 753-1451. We're here
to help!

$200 Cash Rebate
Offer Ends Oct. 15th

Wurlitzer Pianos
(Only 4 left)

J& B Music
Chestnut St.
Murray - 753-7575

e out in
sts sucitarting

rtment,
Music
mettes.
income

54 F.FOUR-SIX MONTH old
SIX MONTH OW female
part beagle, female,
kitten. Black and white.
Also
black and white.
have 2 mixed breed Desperately needs a good
puppies. All are strays. home. Being cared for by
the Humane Society. Call
Need good homes. Call
753-3535 after 4:30.
753-4307 after 5 .

FOR ALL YOUR backhoe
needs anywhere South of WILL DO baby-sitting in 4
49. Used Cars & Trucks
Murray. Call Ross after 4
my home. Call 753-6560.
p. m., Lakeland ConNICE MI CHRYSLER, 2 struction. 436-2505.
53 Feed And Seed
door hard top, $1,050. 1972
Pinto, vinyl top, 4 speed, CARPET CLEANING, SEED WHEAT,uncertified
$1,175. Call 489-2295.
Arthur, cleaned and
experienced, very
reasonable rates, dried, no onions. Call 7531971 FORD,one ton dump
1973.
references, free
truck. Call 753-7370.
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 7534827 or 753-9618. 54. Free Column
1967 TOYOTA CORONA. 4
cylinder, automatic, just
tuned up. $200.00. Call 4928367.

ALUMINUM SERVICE FREE TOYS AND GIFTS
COMPANY siding by to Playhouse hostesses...
Alcoa. Stronger longer for more details call 437awnings by Howmet 4147.
Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.
1967 PONTIAC
down payment. Free 1 YEAR OLD DOG,
No
CATALINA, 4 door
Call 492-8647.
estimates.
female. Black & White..
and
Power
station wagon.
Part miniature Collie.
air, chrome luggage rack,
HAVE TRUCK, will haul,
Free to anyone who will
436Call
tires.
two new
furniture, appliances,
giver her a good home. 5624.
brush, etc. Also, misc.
Can be seen at 720*
_ yard work. Call 7534066.
Sycamore.
1973 FORD RANGER with
camper hull, only 28600 WILL DO BABY SITTING
WHITE AND BLUE long
actual miles. See at 405 S.
in my home, 5 days a
haired kittens. Call 753753call
Street
or
llth
week. Phone 753-9680.
5583
after 4:00.
5240.

1968 CUTLASS SUPREME GUTTERING BY Sears, SIX FREE long haired
kittens. Real cute. Call
Coupe. Sharp. White. Red
Sears seamless gutters
753-8500.
interior. Call 753-7475.
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Larry SMALL BLACK
and
1965 OLDSMOBILE Jetstar
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
to
be
given
orange
kitten
88. Like New. Loaded. estimates.
away. Call 753-3896.
Call 753-7475.
TWO
STORY,
four
CONTACT SHOLAR
1971 HONDA 100 cc. $300 or 1971 PLYMOUTH Station
bedroom brick, 2 full
Brothers for all your MOTHER CAT and 6 week
best offer. Phone 753-5923.
Wagon All power. High
baths, separate dining
bulldozing, backhoe work, old kittens. Grey tiger
mileage.- Will sacrifice.
striped, will make lovable
room and family room in
or trucking needs. Phone
$450. Call 75q1-088.3.
pets. Call 753-3994 after
very pleasant S. West HONDA 350 SCRAMBLER
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3544:30.
in excellent condition.
Murray
neighborhood.
8161 after 7 p. m.
Lots of trees, well landAlso two helmets. Phone
1972 PINTO WAGON
7534086.
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
square. Automatic and
appointment.
air. Call 435-4776.
1973 YAMAHA TX 750.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
Chopper, padded, sissy 1969 FORD VAN. $1,300 or
trick colonial in Canbar. Highway bar. 9000
best offer Good contebury. 2,
4 bath. Central
miles. Call 753-8046.
dition. Phone 753-2462.
gas heat, electric air. For
appointment call 753-e442.
1975 HONDA 400 Four 50. Campers
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom, . cylinder super sport still
brick home, East Y
under warranty. Call 753- 22 FT. FULLY SELFcontained travel trailer
and look at_the_prowrties we offer.
Manor. Call 753-4064 and
8445.
1972 model Sacrifice
753-3139.
Ready to Make A Move?
82,750 at io ix Meadows
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
South
16th
Street.
Call
753excellent running conBY OWNER 5 acres of
One of our Listings
3855.
dition.
Call
753-9168
or
436choice property on highIs Right for You!
5370.
way 94 east. Old Murray
in a classy neighborhood - 3
home
classic
A
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,.
Sawmill property has 4"
ranch style home in
bath
2
bedrooms,
Coachman,
Trail
Star,
plastic deep well, office 48 Automotive Service
includes all the extras
home
This
Gatesborough.
Fold down, unique, Good
bidg. with 2 rooms and 1
large master bedroom, all built-ins,
extra
as
such
used
trailers,
Io
mile
east
bath. Call 901-352-2952.
AIR SHOCKS - $39.95, also
including trash compactor, power humidifier, elecof 68 and 641 intersection.
Peak Antifreeze, $4.29
tronic air clean, gas grill and light, and automatic
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
3 BEDROOM BRICK,
gal. The Orange Station.
door opener
garage
527-7807.
and
central heat and air
401 South 4th, Murray,
12 acres of land. 3 miles
Ky.
535 Acres - located on the Tucker-Garland Rd. Tran1974 COX CAMPER, like
East of Dexter, Highway
sferable loan if purchaser qualifies. Call us for more
new. Sleeps five with
1346. Call 753-8615.
Trucks
details.
Cars
&
Used
stove
and
49.
sink. Full L. P.
Tank.
Curtains
with
misc.
Well-Built & beautiful - 2 story log cabin located at
3 BEDROOM BRICK and
shop, East of Wiggins 1967 MUSTANG. Call 436- extras included. Call 7531613 West Main. Features 5 bedrooms & warm
4187 after 5 p m.
5366.
Store.
Furniture
decor. Call 753-4342 for additional details.
$35,000.00. If interested,
Immaculate & investment priced -6 spacious rooms
Call 753-8615.
1974 COUGAR XR-7. 19,000 51 Services Offered
miles. Call 753-8066.
81 2 fireplaces highlight this home, located on 10th
Must see to appreciate.
HOME HUNTING? You
Street.
HAVING TROUBLE
will find a large selection 1965 PONTIAC. 2 door.
getting electrical jbbs
Bargain priced at $10,600 - close to all conveniences
in all price ranges at
Real good motor. $275.
done? Then call 753-4484.
includes 3 bedrooms and 2 baths.
and
Wilson Realty, Auction
Call 753-6392.
and Insurance. Across
Executive home in exclusive neighborhood - super
from Post Office, Phone 1967 CHEVROLET IM- 1118113 CONSTRIUCTION
with all extras; even includes fire and
equipped
CO.,
landscaping,
753-3263. Nights and
PALA. 2 door, hardtop.
burglar alarms. In addition to unusual decor.
backhoe work, general
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
power and air. Nice Car.
hauling, bush hogging,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753$575. Call 753-9189 or 753Reasonably priced to beat inflation - let us show you
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345plowing and diming. Call
8124 after 5 p. m.
large, older home in a downtown location this
436-2540.
2343, Loretta Jobs 753with many extras features including an
spacious
6079. Member M. L. S.
1973 CAPRI ESTATE LICENSED
- way.
entrance
unusual
ELECTChevrolet station wagon
TRICIAN - Prompt,
COLDWATER, 1 year,
28,000 actual miles, 400
Western cedar and brick outside - warm and conefficient service. No job
new, large 3 bedroom
transmission, all power, too small Call Ernest
temporary inside. Call 753-4342 to view.
house. Extra large lot, 2
all extra. Excellent
White. 753-0605.
car attached garage,
condition. Phone 4894715.
Comfortable 3 bedroom brick in a quiet neighpatio, separate laundry
borhood - tastefully decorated and landscaped - 817
room, central air and 1970 FORD LTD, 2 door EXPERIENCED F'AINN. 20th.
heat, built-in range and
hardtop, good shape, see TER will do interior or
work
by
the
hour
dishwasher. Exafter 4 p. m. at 1606 exterior
Good business location and ready-made profit - 8
753-8343.
traordinary. Must see to
College Farm Rd., Apt. 5- or job.
stall clean-up shop renting for $300 month and
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
E.
duplex renting for $150 month on 2 acres. Call for additional details.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
Industrial zoning in prime location-20 acres, 100%
plumbing jobs done?
with livable home on North 4th St.
fenced
753-6614.
call
Then

DONALD R.

U

REALTOR

It

BUY NOW! SAVE FOREVER

On New Truck Load Of
Poplar
nt rate

START PLANNING for
next summer - we have
just listed 2 adjoining lots
irinKeniana Shores. They
are almost 3a acre and
near the water. Don't
miss out on this! Contact
Boyd-Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th or call 753-8080.
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CUSTOM BUILT COTTAGE

earn 12'
d outrifling.

miles
r. Has
clueing
!T Botstance

51, Seroces Offered

Another View

45. Farms For Sale

Route No.1
Aurora,Kentucky 42048
PHONE: 474-2717

KIND
ment,
k and
, dishD wall
decks

44 Lots For Sale

OVERWEIGHT?
We can help you get rid of
those unwanted pounds and
inches. Start Today.
UNITED FIGURE SALON
Com trol Shopping Cantor
Phorw 753-668

Auction
Sat. Oct 11
p. m. at Hardin School,
Hardin, Ky.
from 560,00000 Inventory

7:30

Toy's • Tees - Gift's
Dolls- games and other toys, air and elect, impact
wrenches ;it" to 1", hand power tools, air sanders
and drills, air compressors, floor jacks - hydraulic
jacks, roll around tool boxes and others, vices - grinders - buffers - socket set (metric and standard)
wrenches - cords - tarpaulins - small appliancesyen ware sets-clocks-jewelry and lots
more new goods and plenty of it.
item breede-Chieepe Peewee* ilbse Decker-Wee WeiLeeds • Comins • Rename - Medina • liepuste •Iledlit • Perks •
&edema

wig Deaden Weleowe, Prizes given my
Cask to Approved Chock
(Not responsible for accidents or property after sold
or changes due to strikes or shipping schedule.)
Owner-Quad State Auction - Rinayvills, Ky.

Ph. 737-6786
Auctioneer

Howard Prince
Rt. 1 Box 104
Grand Rivers, Ky.
Ph. 928-2822

Yo'll Come

Considering building? Our lot listings range in
location from town to lake. Let us know what you
need.
Small cottage, needs some repair, nestled on two..,
large waterfront lots. We'll be glad to show you its'
possibilities.
-Year-round retreat on the main lake - brick and
_ cedar exterior - tastefully decorated interior.
Floating dock and outstanding landscape design.
Harris Grove Area - 5 acres and 2 or 3 bedroom
frame house with outbuildings equipped with running water and electricity. Seven minutes from
town.
45 Acres -25 tendable with good outbuildings and a3
bedroom country home. Farm has stock barn,
tobacco barn, crib and other outside storage. Perfect retreat or working farm.
Wiswell Rd. - 17 acres of good development property. Approximately three blocks from Johnny Robertson Rd.
121 South about 8 miles from town and we have
listed 60 acres with good highway frontage; 30 acres
tendable, presently in beans.
Older country home to rent or purchase. Purchase
includes 60 acres, stock ponds; property is located
in a quiet setting.
Estate Sale - 40 acres and 2 bedroom farm house
Located in good farming area. Call 753-4342 for
more information.

Newly Listed
Thirty/five acres on the Kirby-Jennings trail. Perfeet„Otreat with unlimited privacy - call 753-4342.
If you want to live on the lake - this spacious brick
home is what you need for year-round comfort - 3
bedrooms in this energy saver - call 753-4342 for
more details.

We have customers for property
like yours. Call
today to list with the
professional reoltor - 753-4342

DONALD R.

NOW OPEN

•

-7333
Street
1-3744

FOR SALE - HOUSE & 20 acres with ponds and fenced
for cattle 8 miles from Murray on Old Faxon School
Road

HOBBY CENTER

3-Bedrooms-Hardwood floors
Living room- carpeted
Kitchen & Dining Room
Den with Fireplace
Separate -2-car garage

LIONEL TRAINS

Fel:luring

Sales-Service-Parts-

- Win buy iiiedtrailis

Perfect Christmas Gifts for Father or Son
Plum 7534435 or 753-7570 after 5:00

ROY HARMON'S Carenter Shop (old ice
plapt). complete
remodeling and repairs,
paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry. contracting
• Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.

2 and 3 Bedroom duplexes - on large lots reasonably priced, ready to make you money.
2/
1
4 Acres on 641 North with 3 stall clean-up shop.
Contact ussoon,this site willgo[ant.

faculty apartments - includes 6 rented apartments
providing excellent investment return.,

U

REALTOR

R

(OFFICE HOURS
Monday-ftiday: 8-5, Satarday: 8-12
No Inter - 153-1931 5Inrn Francis - 7534153
C Nibs liesdricks 151-1632. Pat Warm) 1347114

502 Maple

753-4341
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Fourshee Dies O.S. Grogan's
At Age 52 Tuesday; Funeral Held Here
The funeral for 0. S. (Owel)
Funeral Is Today
Grogan is being held today at

1

1

Patty Kidnaped In Retaliation,
According To Document Of SLA

Fall Festival Will
Be At Southwest
School Saturday
The annual Fall Festival will
be held at the Southwest
Elementary School on Saturday, October 11, with the doors
to open at six p. m. The event is
sponsored by the ParentTeacher Club.
Supper consisting of corn
dogs, hamburgers, homemade
pies, and cold drinks will be
served from six to eight p. m.
Climaxing the event will be the
crowning of the King and Queen
and the giving away of a Color
TV and a country ham.
Events scheduled at the
festival include cake walk, fish
pond, country store, haunted
house, etc. Mrs. Jerry Thompson, FTC president, urges the
public to attend.

he
rested on Sept. 18. Miss Hearst mends made it apparent
influence authorities
and artist Wendy Yoshimura would not
pair.
were arrested later the same to free the
demanded that
had
SLA
The
day at another apartment they
Hearst feed the poor people of
Mrs. Thomas C. (Geneva two p. m. at the chapel of the
shared here.
Nell) Fourshee of Cadiz died Max Churchill Funeral Home
The manuscript quoted in the California. He set up a $2-milTuesday at eleven p. m. at the with Rev. Eura Mathis ofExaminer, apparently written lion food giveaway, but the SLA
Trigg County Hospital. Her ficiating and Mrs. Oneida White
by several SLA members, said later denounced that effort as
death at the age of 52 followed playing the organ.
the Hearst kidnaping was insincere.
an illness of six years.
aimed at securing the release In another development in
Keith Brandon, Torn Rushing,
The deceased was the Charles Hale, Wendel Watkins,
of SLA "soldiers" Russell Little the Hearst case Wednesday, 14
daughter-in-law of Rev. and _charles Smotherman, and Jack
and Joseph Rezniro, who were prosecutors who believe they
Mrs. D. W. Billington Of Cadiz Smotherman are serving as
arrested Jan. 10, 1974, for the have cases involving the SLA
met to discuss what a source
Route Four and the sister-in- pallbearers. Burial will be in
slaying of Marcus Foster.
law of Guy and Owen Billington the Barnett Cemetery.
"We didn't have any doubt called "'he order of battle" in
of Murray.
that the Hearst family could ar- trying their cases.
Mr. Grogan, age 76, died
her Tuesday a. his home on Murray
include
Survivors
range for a release of Osceola
husband. Thomas C. Fourshee; Route Five. He is survived by
(Little) and Be (Remiro), but
The IGngsmen Gospel Group from Auburn, Ala., will be
parents, John Robert Mize and his wife, Thelma, and one
we needed to know whether the
featured in a gospel singing at Unity Cumberland
Verna Hughes Mize, Cadiz sister, Mrs. Fannie Lou
pressure of their daughter's
80
in
Highway
off
Marshall
Presbyterian
just
Church
located
Route Two; three sons, Anthony Rushing.
kidnaping would be enough to
County at 730 p.m. on Saturdas. October 11, and at Palestine
D., John R., and Paul E.
put this power into operation,"
Murray Postoffice To
United Methodist Church, located just off Highway 94 east
Fourshee, all of Trigg County;
the manuscript said.
John C. Winter, professor of
of Murray, at k30 p.m. on Sunday, October 12. The public is
one brother, Rev. Douglas Mize,
"We were f— p—off that piano and organ and assistant
Closed Op Monday
Be
invited to attend, church spokesman say.
Cleaton; three 'sisters, Mrs.
the pigs had our two brothers dean of the College of Creative
The Murray Postoffice will be
Cecil Allen, Cadiz, Mrs. Eddie
and we all made a commitment Expression at Murray State
Majors, Trigg County, and Miss
at that time to come back University, will present a
Final rites for Edward R. closed Monday, October 13, in
Magcialine Mize, Cadiz Route (Edd) Carter were held this observance of the national
strong. One of the objectives of recorded tape and slide
Two; one granddaughter.
the kidnaping was to test how program Tuesday evening, Oct.
morning at eleven o'clock at the holiday, Columbus Day.
No city or rural mail delivery
Mrs. Fourhsee was a member chapel of the Max Churchill
much bargaining power we 14,featuring pipe organs built in
of the Mt. Pleasant Baptist Funeral Home with Rev. Vester will be made on Monday, but the
needed to get our comrades re- America during the 18th and
Church where funeral services Moreland and Rev. Stephen lobby of the postoffice will be
leased."
19th centuries.
are being held today at 2:30 p. Cobb officiating and Mrs. open for -box patrons and
Little and Rerniro were conScheduled for 8:15 p.m. in the
on
grain
both
and
principle"
cheated
formal
that
agreements
A
(AP)
WASHINGTON
m. with Rev. Leonard Young Oneida White playing the organ. stamps may be purchased from
victed this year of the 1973 Fos- Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
still could be some time off.
agreement on oil.
officiating.
ter slaying. They have been Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
Pallbearers were James the stamp machines ,in the U.S.-Soviet
The sources stressed that the
The sources indicated that if
American gain sales may be
Burial will be in the East End Cooper, Leslie Douglas, J. T. lobby.
sentenced to life imprisonment. program will include mu*
not
a
involve
barter
do
dealings
anworked
accords
out,
are
The holiday dispatch schedule near and could involve a sepaCemetery, Cadiz, with the Tidwell, Ronald Rogers, L. D.
The Examiner said the docu- recorded by Winter on 16 organs
rate accord for the U.S. pur- of U.S. grain for Soviet oil and nouncements would come si- ments taken from the Harris
Goodwin Funeral Home of Warren, and A. D. Elkins. will be observed.
in seven states-Pennsylvanii,
are
two
being
the
considfrom
White
the
that
multaneously
chase of Russian oil, governCadiz 'in charge of the Burial was in the Salem
apartment consisted of 175 to Virginia, New York, Maine,
ered as separate trade pack- House and the Kremlin.
ment sources say.
Bro. Steve Cobb Will
arrangements.
_200 pages of writings ranging New Hampshire, Vermont add
Cemetery.
Meanwhile, President Ford is
Secretary of Agri- ages. The sources also inAssistant
Lynn
of
96,
,from intellectual statements of Kentucky-last summer.
age
Carter,
Mr.
under pressure from farm
culture Richard E. Bell, one of
revolutionary philosophy to
Grove died Monday at a Speak At Coldwater
The recording project is the
groups and congressmen from
the negotiators, was scheduled
coarse indictments of the estab- third of a series begun eight
hospital in Ypsilanti, Mich. His
Bro. Steve Cobb will be the --to arrive here today "with no
lift
an embargo
rural areas to
lishment. , „
wife, Idela, died April 21, 1974. speaker at the worship services years ago when VI/inter
on grain sales to the Soviet Unagreement
There were also personal his- recorded and photographed
Survivors are three sons, two at the Coldwater Baptist Church assurance ail an
9
Sept.
Ford
ion.
announced
tories of several SLA members modern American pipe
sisters, one brother, eight on Sunday,October 12, at eleven had been reached" for longorgans.
,
that the sales moratorium
term grain sales, a senior Agriand accounts of some major In 1971 he traveled to Germany
grandchildren, and eight great a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
in
until
remain
effect
would
official
culture Department
SLA actions, the newspaper and recorded the squnds of
Lonnie Tucker died this grandchildren.
The public is invited to attend said.
after a new U.S. crop report in
said.
in300-year.451d
famous
morning at 10:30 at the Murraychurch
the services, a
But White House Press SecreAlthough thousands of miles mid-October and to allow time
The only portion of the docu- struments of Bach's'clay.
Calloway County Hospital. He
spokesman said.
tary Ron Nessen said there had from their homeland of Nigeria, for negotiating a long-term ments published by the ExamThe public is invited to attend
was 59 years of age and resided
been no snag in the grain deal many Murray State University grain sales agreement.
iner was that dealing with the the program and to hear Winter
at Hazel.
acted
and that the U.S. team's chief students from that African - The administration
Hazel Lodge No. 831
kidnaping of Miss Hearst. It at the console; of instruments
The deceased was born
negotiator, Undersecretary of republic will have the op- after concern was expressed by said the SLA never directly dePennsylvania,
in
built
March 1, 1916, in Calloway
others
and
labor
Meeting
groups
Plans
various
Friday
State Charles Robinson, had portunity to celebrate on
release
Little
of
the
manded
York, Maine
County and was the son of the
New
Maryland,
Roy C. Manchester, of
that the exports would increase
left Moscow for another meet- Saturday, Oct. 11.
and Remiro because Hearst's and Vermont as early as the
late Claude Tucker and Donnie Paducah, who was long idenHazel Lodge No. 831 Free and ing in Paris.
up
driving
by
US.
prices
food
Proclaimed as "Nigeria's
response to initial SLA de- 1700s.
Williams Tucker.
tified with Boy Scout work in Accepted Masons will meet
Other sources said Wednes- Indepenaence Anniversary grain prices.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs. this area, died Tuesday mor- Friday,October 10, at 7:30 p. m.
day night, however, that Robin- Celebrations," the day will be
Vincent(Floy) Denten, Ecorse, ning at Western Baptist at the Lodge Hall.
son had remained in Moscow in
for
Mich.; three brothers, Wayonia Hospital in Paducah. He was 87
Bruce Wilson, master, urges hopes of putting final touches one of the first opportunities
about
something
learn
to
many
Tucker, North Third Street, years of age.
all Masons to attend.
on at least an "agreement in the former British colony.
Murray, Buren Tucker, Ecorse,
Mr. Manchester was the
At 2p. m. on the MSU soccer
Mich., and Roy Tucker, Murray executive of the Four Rivers
field in the new Carlisle Cutchln
Route Three.
of
Scouts
Boy
the
Council of
Recreational Complex, the
Funeral services will be held America from 1919 until 1953.
Nigerian students will compete
the
at
m.
p.
two
at
Friday
He was an elder emeritus of
against a squad of Iranian
chapel of the Max Churchill First Presbyterian Church and
students in a match.
Funeral Home with Rev. Lloyd served as superintendent of the
of Elementary
The Kentucky State Fall Director
For those who prefer culture,
Perrin officiating and Mrs. Sunday School for 18 years.
Conference of the International Education and Reading Ser- the lobby of the Price Doyle
Oneida White playing the organ.
Mr. Manchester served as Reading Association will be vices, Evansville-Vanderburgh
Fine Arts Center has displays of
Pallbearers will be Glavious manager of the Paducahheld in conjunction with FDEA School, Corp. at 7:30 p.m. Nigerian arts and crafts which
Rogers, Earl Tucker, Charles McCracken Airport for eight
Day on Friday and Saturday, Friday in the University School have been on exhibit for a week
Morgan, Bobby Boyd, Harley years.
(Blood Good)
10 and 11, at the new auditorium.
October
and will remain on exhibit
Barnett, and Roy Thompson. Survivors include the widow,
Saturday sessions will run
building,
Education
Special
through Oct. 16.
Burial will be in the Lone Oak Mrs. Lou Esther Clemens
Murray State University, on from 9:00 to 11:45 a.m, and will
A free movie on the nation of
Cemetery in Calloway County. Manchester; two sons, Charles
include the following topics:
North 16th Street.
Nigeria will be shown at 7p. m.
Friends may call at the Roy Manchester, Mobile Ala.,
A display of reading Creative writing, oral language in the University School
funeral boma-after siz p. m. and Robert Cr- Manchester,
materials will be available all and assessment, professional Auditorium,followed by a party
today (Thursday).
Paducah; a brother, Dr. Paul day Friday and until noon on literature, children's books,
in meeting rooms three and fair/
Manchester, Nashville, and a Saturday. Three institutes will reading for pure pleasure,
of the Waterfield Student Union
,
sister, Miss Pansy Manchester; be run simultaneously from 9:00 learning centers, learning
Building.
Findlay, Ohio.
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and pre- disabilities, self-concept and
The celebrations are sponbeing
are
services
reading, drama, poetry
Funeral
registration is required.
jointly by the MSU Inheld at 1:30 p.m. today at First
and
analyzing sored
The organization was founded therapy,
ternational Students Union and
Presbyterian Church with Rev. here at Murray State University teachers verbal behavior.
Tim Taylor officiating.
For further information the minority awareness comin 1963 by Dr. Mary Elizabeth
Burial will be in Mt. Kenton Bell. The current president is contact Dr. James Carlin, mittee of the Student GovernCemetery with the Roth Dorothy Jones, head of the Title chairman at Murray State ment Association.
Doyin Sonaike, president of
Funeral Home, Paducah, in I program for the state of University, at 762-2446.
the Nigerian Students Union,
charge of arrangements.
Kentucky.
The Broadway musical
said "all persons who are inInstitutes to be held on
production of "1776" will be
terested in Nigeria or its culture
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litis blamed for the deaths of
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with
Growth"
Vocabular
Music
Civic
Murray
Below dam 305.1, up 1.6.
Tom Rakes, Memphis State iwo Kentuckians may have
Association members will be
Sunset 6:30 p. m. Sunrise 6:59 University, conductor; "In- passed its peak. No new susFederal State Market News Service Ocadmitted to the performance. . M.
pected cases have been report- tober 9, 1975
dividualzing Your Reading
Purchase Area Hog Market
Program" with Dr. Jody An- ed since Sept. 12. a state health Kentucky
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
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derson, director, University official says.
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Kirsch
tend, according to Linda Avery,
47 • ,t
_
Disney
For Information Call 502-436-8808
Beta Club president.,
27%.
Franklin Mint
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Members of the Symbionese
Liberation Army kidnaped Patricia Hearst in retaliation for
the arrest of two comrades in
the murder of an Oakland
school superintendent, according to an SLA document published in part by the San Francisco Examiner.
The newspaper, which did not
say how it gained access to the
material, printed lengthy excerpts from an SLA manuscript
which explained the Feb. 4,
1974, kidnaping of Miss Hearst,
whose father, Randolph A.
Hearst, is president of the Examiner.
The manuscript was included
in a variety of written material
confiscated from the San Francisco apartment where SLA
members Bill and Emily Harris
were living when they were ar-
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Dwarf Pyracantha
Colorado Blue Spruce

1776' Slated
At Paducah
This Saturday

Silver Edged English Holly
Dwarf Alberta Spruce
Birds Nest Spruce
Japanese Red Maple
Exbury Azaleas
Dwarf Azaleas
Naar Azaleas
Budded Rhododemdrum
leucothoe Rainbow

Many Many More
We have all the usual stand-bys

Check Our Low
Prices before you buy.
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RULES OF THIS SALE
•All Sales Final
•No Refunds
• No Returns
• No Exchanges

No•Plosne Orders
eNilet.0.1h• Orders
•Mtittda-ins•
•Napprovals

* EXCEPT ON APPLIANCES

USIIHROI

BORROW A ROOSTERI'SET YOUR
ALARM! GET HERE.EARLYI
kir

STOREWIDE

fi,VOLVI
FITE C
SI,RVE 0
IN A S
CST AN
FIGHBO
•

SALE TAKES PLACE AT DIGGS FURNITURE1N_PARIS

SALE BEGINS FRIDAY PROMPTLY AT 10A
FRIDAY

NIGHT

Reg. $395 FOAM

-BED

PILLOWS

PILLOWS

CHANDELIER

794

$24"

UNTIL

8 P.M.
Sat. 9 a.m. til 6 .m.

$1 25EA.

An Inspiring Assortment of Quality

$219.95 4-Pc. Triple Drawer Suite, te.is, I
only slashed to
$179.95 4-Pc. Double Dresser Suite priced
far a sell-out at
$319 5-Pc. Spanish Triple Dresser Suite
s
now ONLY
$31/0 6-Pc. Triple Dresser Twin Mirror
Spite now ONLY
$438 5-Pc. Spanish Triple Dresser Suite,
close-out at
$590 4-Pc. Solid Cherry Triple Dresser
Suite, as is, 1 only
$09.95 6-Pc. Triple Dresset Suite, cherry
finish, ONLY
084 S-Pc. Colonial Pine Double Dresser
Suite, mar proof top
$530 4-Pc. Maple Double Dresser Suite srCannon Ball Bed ONLY
$575 4-Pc. Oak Triple Dresser Suite wHeavy Cannon Ball Bed
$0919.95 4-Pc. Oak all wood Triple Dresser
Suite sacrificed for
$729.95 5-Pc. Heavy Oak Triple Dresser
Suite slashed to ONLY
$809.95 5-Pc. Col. Pine Triple Dresser Suite
w-Gallery Mirror
$889.95 4-Pc. Rock Maple Triple Dresser
Suite slashed to
$1,010 5-Pc. Solid Oak Triple Dresser Suite,
1 only at
$1,099 7-Pc. Solid Oak Triple Dresser Twin
Mirror Suite NOW
$1279 4-Pc. Door Dresser Suite w-Deck
Mirror, Cannon Ball Bed
$1229 to $1248 4 & 5-Pc. Cherry or Solid
Pecan Triple Dresser Suites
$1270 5-Pc. Solid Oak Door Dresser Suite
w-King or Full Bed
OPEN STOCK FRUITWOOD-MARPROOF TOPS-DIS
CONTINUED-CLOSEOUT PRICED.
BEDS SOLD ONLY W/DRESSERS ON THIS GROUP
$79.50 Poster Panel Bed --834.38
$89.95 Spindle Poster Beds
-•
844.85
$119.95 Single Dresser & Mirrpr
$199.95 Double Dresser & Mirror
NIA
$249.95 Triple Dresser & Mirror
$139.88
$159.95 5-Drawer Chests, ea.
$75.58
$99.95 4 Drawer Chest,as it
$54.88
$119.95 Kneehole Desk
$81.88
$89.95 3 Drawer Nite Stands
$44.88
9109.95 King Size Headboard
$54.88
$119.95 Student Desk ONLY
855.33
$39 T. 1 Drawer Nile Stead
ALS
$i89.96 fiertr..Chest
-•• •••
$L19.115 Bachelor Chests,each
.95 Desk Chairs ea.

$1
$129"
$22
$25988
$299"
$399"
$349"
$43?
$39988
$429"
$499$8
$549"
$59988
$669"
$73988
$849'
$88988
$89988
$94988

EA.

IN A GALAXY OF
DECORATOR COLORS.

NON ALERGIC. BUY
ONE OR A PAIR.

BEDROO
M SUITES
CHOICE OF STYLES AND WOODS!

Reg. $49.95
WROUGHT IRON CANDLE

Reg. rap SOF6

Rse.=as nucroinc.AL

SHIPS

98c
HAND DECORATED.
ONLY A FEWSHOP EARLY!
Reg. 521.00 • 3 SPOT
POLE

LAMP

$955
ONE ONLY-FLOOR
SAMPLE. SHOP EARLY!
Reg. $3.49
FORK & SPOON

PLAQUES
98
° PR
STOCK LIMITED. SHOP
EARLY & SAVEI
Reg. 999.95 MAPLE
DELUXE SWIVEL BAR

STOOLS

$59"
ONLY A FEW OF THESE,
9") SHOP EARLY?
Reg. $3.69 SET 4
LINK-UP

PICTURES
00

9

SET
SOME OF THESE ARE
SLIGHTLY DAMAGED?

HIP-IN-BOTTL
$188
ONLY A FEVV TO SELLHOP EARLY & SAVE.

Correctly Styled, Name Br6rids

Reg. 829.95 CHAIRSIDE

CHAIRS-ROCKERS
And RECLINERS

PEDESTAL TABLES

ONE ONLY-FLOOR
SAMPLE-PRICED TO
SELLI

SEALY & OTHER FAMOUS NAME

QUALITY BEDDING
EVERY SIZE--EVERY FIRMNESS
$99.95 Sealy Quilt Top Full Size Mattress
only
$99.95 Maple Bunk Beds less btmkie
mattresses, ONLY
$129.95 Twin Innerspring Mattress &
Foundation, set
$129.95 Oak or Maple Bunk Beds, less
bedding, ONLY
$139.95 Full Size Innerspring Mattress &
Foundation, set
$159.95 Sealy Luxury Firm Twin Mattress
& Foundation set
$159.96 Solid Oak Bunk Beds less hankies
slashed to
$189 Twin Hollywood Ensemble w-Hdb.,
Frame, Mattress & Foundation, all
$19915 Sealy Luxury Firm Full Size
Mattress & Foundation, set
$259.95 4" Oak Bunk Beds less btmkies
ONLY
$259.95 Sealy Luxury Firm QUEEN
Mattress & Foundation, set
019.95 Quilt top Extra Firm Mattress &
Foundation, set
$319.95 Sealy King Size Mattress &
Foundation, set
$289.95 Capt. Trundle Bed w-Drawers, less
bedding, ONLY
329.95 Sealy King Size Mattress & Foundation, discontinued tick
$359.95 Sealy King Size Luxury Firm
Mattress & Foundation, set

$69"
$74"
$7888
$94"
$99"
$109"
$114"
$119"
$139"
$189"
$189"
$148"
$199"
$218"
$228"
$25
I

CLOSING OUT ALL REMAINING

APPLIANCES
1299.96 40" Deluxe C.E. Electric Range,
Range, avocado, vr-clock
$279.95 40" G.E. Electric Range w-Visnal
Oven NOW
$439.95 30" G.E. Electric Clean Electric
Ranges, Avocado or Harvest
8250.35 G.E. Front Load Portable Dishwasher, I only at
$285 G.E. Portable Wood Top Potscrubber
Dish Washer, 1 only at
$2119.95 G.E. Portable Wood Top Dish
Washer sr-Wash & Hold, ONLY
$149.95 Magic Chef Built In Electric Oven,
1 Indy dose-oat at

Rag, $29.50

ARTIFICIAL--1

_PLANT

_

114'm
ONE ONLYGOING FOR A SONGI
Reg. $129.95
GOLD FINISH

CURIO
$9888
ONE ONLY
SHOP EARLY de SAVE I
Reg. $7.95 KING BED

PILLOWS
$125
W

EA.

NON ALERGIC. FOAM
FILLED.8 TO SELL!
Reg. $4.49 TIE

CUSHIONS
$1941EA.
VELVET. FOAM
FILLED. CHOICE
OF COLORS.

Reg. 969.95 KING

HEADBOARDS

$239"
$
988
21
$34988

=14988
88

218
9988

*39"

HEADBOARDS

In a Galaxy of styles, colors, fabrics!

MARBLE TOP. CHOICE
OF STYLES-12 TO SELL
-SHOP EARLY!

$99.95 Pall Up Vinyl Chairs, ideal for office, den or bed room
$180 to $120 One group Queen Anne &
Velvet Accent Chairs, choice
UNA Heavy Colonial Decorated Boston
Rockers slashed to
$139.95 Kroehler & Berkline Recliners in
glove soft vinyl, choice
$140 to $170 One group Sealy & Other
Lounge Chairs, HI-Back Velvet Chairs
$139.95 Sealy Velvet Tub Chairs, choice of
colors
$179.95 High Back Wing Back Swivel
Rocker slashed to ONLY
POO to $239 One group Rocker Recliners,
Swivel Rockers & Lounge Chairs, choice
$209.95 Herculon Berkline Recliners
slashed to ONLY
$2311 to $250 Herculon Bertline Rocker
Recliners & Wall Away Recliners, as.
$240 Kroehler Swivel-Rocker-Recliner,
nylon print, 1 only at
.95 Sealy Velvet Chair on casters
hed to
$319.95 Wing Back Berldine Rocker &
Wall-Away Recliners, choice
$299.95 Berkline Wall-Away Recliners In
care free Herndon, ONLY
$319.95 Wing Back Nylon Floral Rocker
Recliners slashed to

Reg. StIss
PINE
FULL $‘11 QUEEN

869'

*710,
LEFTOVER FROM A
FINE BED ROOM
SUITE1

=sr
=8988 NITE STANDS
=9988
=9988 *69"
=me
=12988
=14988 LAMPIABLE
=15888
=169u 9"
114.6
Rag. S129'.05 COL PINE
ODD DOOF

ODDS &ENDS. GOING
FOR A SONG!

Reg.$aw USED
BUT LIKIE NEW

$178"
$199"
$219"
$22414 ARMOIRE
$23988 *1 1,19:cED
8

SPANISH-ONE ONLYPRICEC TOSELLI
Reg. 8249.96 USED

OPEN STOCK WHITE PROVINCIAL

BED MI. FURNITURE

LIKE N
TO SE L
1 ONLY

T-

With Mar Proof Tops
WICanopy Bed sv-frame
15111.115 Nile Stands,each
$195 Double Dresser & Mirror
$239.95 Triple Dresser & Mirror
$129.96 4 Drawer Chests
$139.95 5 Drawer Chests
$119.95 Lingerie Chests
$1411.95 Powder Tables
$99.95 Desks pigfee asbr
NIDesk
each

1193.88
$44.88
6144.88
917838
, $04.88
$89.88
$89.88
$114.88
174.88

Reg.

TAP

2 ONL
SELL

ECKS

ICED TO

.

trzttricAgtarcfv4E911EKINEPEVEVHIIVEHitlitBtli

OPEN

ODDS & ENDS. MUST
BE SOLD & FAST!
Reg $60.00 ODD
2-DRAWER

NITE STANDS

9988

ONLY-ODDS & ENDS
AT ROCK BOTTOM

LOCATED 215 NO H POPLAR
$99°
Supreme Elegance In Fine Furniture And Accessories Fch The H
PRICE.

To Meet A Serious Inventory Crisis Regardless Of Loss Or Cost!
OUR USUAL
CORLEY SALES CO.
THIS SALE
Sli
FREE
GUARANTEES
CLOSED
DIGGS FURNITURE
PARIS, TENNESSEE

448e.Plisne Orders
.4/80te.O.D4 Orders
f:NitftimIt4Ins•
4.11•4*reeels

'PLIANOES d1111111E01

OSTER!'SET: YOUR
T HERE EARLY!

If You hove NI

CREDIT

DELIVERY

2 Days: Wed. & Thurs.

ALMOST ANYWHERE

Necessary to close for two
days to uncrate warehouse
stock, arrange stock and to
slash prices on every item
on every floor in every
department.

We expect to do the business of months In
Just a few short days, due to our low prices.
Consequently It is evident our delivery
department will be taxed to capacity.
Therefore, we IMPLORE you . . .please be
PATIENT on deliveries. Bring your own
trucks when possible.

AND SERVICE

If You Need NI
ON 1/3 Oen 1/3 90 DAYS

Buy With Assurance that every
purchase is handled sod treated the
same as if you had bought at regular
prices. Yea-you can expect the usual
fine Diggs Furniture Services &
Guarantees-no matter what you buyOR HOW MUCH REDUCED!!

II 1 /3

60 DAYS $10 FEE
CASH CARRY ON
SMALL ITEMS, PLEASE.

a

TEXARKANA, TEX.
STOCK ADJUSTERS
In Complete Charge Of Sale

A ram ef aatioaally knew. stock aslivsters who
have bests sires complete wotborfty ad positive
orders Se doss oft ail seriphs* stocks at awy price it
soil briag ail in the shortest tam possible. Earl
Corley personally in charge of this sale.

CORLEY SETS THE PRICE!

T

ItiVOLVING THE ENTIRE AND COMPLETE STOCK OF THIS WELL ESTABLISHED FIRM THE COM.
RETIE CONTENTS OF BOTH STORE AND WAREHOUSE---EVERYTHING ALMOST WITHOUT RERVE OR LIMIT TO BE SOLD AT DRASTIC PRICE REDUCTIONS We Ask Frankly-What Would
You Do?
--D4 A SERIOUS EFFORT TO REDUCE OUR INVENTORY AT ANY
CST AND IN THE SHORTEST TIME POSSIBLE!- TELL YOUR
FIGHBORS!PHONE YOUR FRIENDS! DON'T MISS IT!
Willing to SWALLOW Our Pride-Yes--WHAT WOULD YOU DO? We're an agressive firm main
taining on enviable reputation. We're known far ond wide for
our QUALITY merchandise and fair prices. But-like all well
rated firms, there comes a time when mistakes are mode and adjustments are in order to keep abreast of the times. WE FACE A
SERIOUS OVER-STOCKED CONDITION THAT CALLS FOR THIS SEN
SAT/ONAL SALE

Admit Our Mistakes-Face the Situation!

RAIN or SIIIIMIE
sterim

Reg
PI NE
FULLS" QUEEN

HEAD/O
. ARDS

$ire

A

Tremens'-ails:corttn*Rt of- qua
-

SOFAS, SLEEPERS,
SUITES ik LOVE SEATS
At Thrilling Low Sale Prices!

LErTOVIER FROM A
FINE BED ROOM
SUITE!

8

Reg. $1211
1600L PINE
ODD DOOP "'CC'
•

NITE STANDS

$69"
ODDS &ENDS. GOING
FOR A SONG I .

$35 USED
BUT

LAMPIABLE

9988
SPANISH"-ONE ONLYPRICEC TOSELLI
Reg. $249.96 USE

LIKE N
TO SEL
1 ONLY.,

Rug.

TAP.

tA

-PRICED
1-

GM

ECKS
GO

2 ONL
SELL

ICED-TO

1.

$239.95 Wing Back Love Seat, Herculon,
dacron wrap cushions
$219.95 2-Pc Wagon Wheel Vinyl Sofa Bed
Suites slashed to
$2:19_95 2-Pc. Vinyl ar Herenion Sofa Bed
Suites, choice at
$249.95 NYLON Print Wing Back Love
Seat, close-out at
$289.95 Full Size Sleeper going for rock
bottom price of
$239.95 Love Seat, solid oak frame, loose
Hereolou cushions, ONLY
$379.96 Wing Back Love Seat with the Pub
look, close-out at
$349.85 Pillow Back Sealy Velvet Sofa,
floor sample, ONLY
$329.95 Pillow Back Traditional Sofa
sacrificed for ONLY
$350 Queen Beremice Sleeper now ONLY
$389.95 PWow Back Sealy Love Seat
slashed to ONLY
$429.95 2-Pc. Wing Back Naugahyde living
Rm. Suite w-8wivel Rocker
$418.95 Pillow Back Sealy Contemporary
Sofa now ONLY
$439.95 Sealy Hereuloo Apt. Size Sleeper w47" Mattress NOW
$529.95 Velvet Sofa & Love Seat, both for
ONLY
$519.95 2-Pc. Wing Back Here. or Nylon
Print Suites w-Elorivel Rocker
$540 to $7110 One group 8-Pc. Herculoo &
Nylon Suites & Velvet Sofas, choke
$589.95 2-Pc. Loose Cushion Living Rm.
Suites, choice of styles at
$599.95 2-Pc. Sofa & Love Seat, Quilted
Traditional, ONLY
$879.95 2-Pc. Sealy Hercidon Wing Back
Living Rm. Suite slashed to
$119.95 2-Pc. Heresion Loose Cushion
Living Rm. Suite, Contemporary style
$819.95 Pillow Back Sealy Vinyl Sofa &
Love Seat, both for ONLY
$1599 4-Pc. Herculou Sofa, Chair, Love
Seat & Oilman, all hr

Reg. $259.95 G.E.
FRONT LOAD PORT.

s a bitter pill to swallow but we're taking it. We admit we
bought too much grabbed every bargain that came our woy.
Merchandise rolled in and bills tool We're MERCHANT NOTantique collectors and we can't eat th• stuff. We don't lik• this kind
of a sale either-- TOO SENSATIONAL, but we realize it takes
something drastic of this nature to get th• job done and we're
doing it... throwing caution to the wind and forgetting profits.

DESKS-BOO
KCASES
PRICED TO SELL ON SIGHT FRIDAY!
$45.89Student Desk,eloiee of finishes
'-

DISH WASHER

94988

$199.96 Trestle Desks aow
$U9.95 Roll Top Pine Finish Desk
$135 Glass Door Maple Bookcase
$133.95 Secretary Desk
$145 Roll Top Rock Maple Desk
$179.95 Maple Secretary
$219.95 Office Credenza,24xlexW'
$2'79.86 Roll Tep Oak Desk
MI5Office Desk only
MA Large Office Desk
$J1Maple Roll Top Desk
$17,550ak Roll Top Desk
MANY MORE NOT ADVERTISED

112)111
gags
PUS
1S$J$

Don't Get The Wrong ImpressionNO-We Are NOT Going Out of Business!
Frankly speaking-even though this sale is not to our liking we will
admit we think we're smart merchants and on our toes lo do just
what we are doing-CLEANING HOUSE-DUMPING STOCKS! So
sensational is this sale-So extreme our price reductions that some
people may think we are going out of business. BUT WE ARE
DEFINITELY NOT. Were NOT going broke-We're NOT in trouble
but we do need cash. We have little or NO old stock-a dean stock of
new & used merchandise-but JUST TOO MUCH OF IT. Shop this
sale. • ti • the bargains of a lifetime. WE PROMISE YOU WON't

1119.58
$129.88
$199.18
$199.58
PALM
$218.88
$2119.88
$355.111

$14988
8164'
4-pc.
•-':.s
$16988
HIGH QUALITY, SMART & DISTINCTIVE
A HUGE ASSORTMENT OF-FINE
$169" BED RM. SUITE
DINETTES And
LIVING ROOM TABLES
$19988 *399"
RECLINERS
GOING AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES FRI.
DINING SUITES
8219"
$34.95 Spanish Odd Cocktail Table, I only
Priced to Sell on sight Friday!
$17"
close-out at
$1410.95 5-Pc. Deluxe Metal Dinettes, black
$229"
$
99
"
$50 Mersman 18th Century Step Table, I
or bronze
$24"
$7988
only close-out at
$125 7-Pc. Bronze Dinettes, out they go
$239"
I
:
8
$35 Maple Finish Round Lamp Tables or
Friday for ONLY
$24"
Cocktail, mar proof top, each
8249" CABINET
$10.95 5-Pc. Spanish Pedestal or 7-Pc.
$45 to $80 One group Modern Bunching
Chromeeraft Dinettes, choice
$12488 Rug $49.00
$29"
Table & Marble Top Cocktail, choice
$25988
$2121.05 7-Pc. Chromecraft Bronze Dinettes
$00 & $85 Odd Mersman Door Commode or
ONLY
$169"
$39"
Slate Like Top End Table, each
$289' $24988 now
$279.95 Queen Anne Free Standing Silver
$85 Square Contemporary Cube Lump
(best, ONLY
$199"
$39"
Tables, each
$299"
$279.96 7-Pc. Butcher Block Chrome
$70 & $80 One group Door & Drawer
Dinette priced to sell fast at
$199" *32!• Tables, your choiceCommode
$4988
at
8318' Reg.
$279.15 7-Pc. Oval Maple Dining Suite wor Drop Leaf
$09.95 Rock Maple
mar proof top slashed to
$199"
$498s
Cocktail Tables, each
8329"
MILS 5-Pc. Deluxe Oval Pedestal Dinette
$75 Col. Pine Door Commode or Cocktail
CHEST
Chairs NOW
$22488
Tables, each
$54"
011.16 5-Pc. Pedestal Dinettes slashed to
$34988
& OS One group Door Tables & Glass &
ONLY
8229"
Chrome Contemporary Tables
$59"
7-Pc. Oval Maple Finish Dining
$379" *224" $311.16
PILLOWS
$99.95 Slate Like Top Spanish Door Corn
Suite w-cat tail chairs, ONLY
8229"
mode, close-out at
864"
$39988
$339.95 7-Pe. Oval Bronze Chromecraft
$151.15 Square Maple Commode Table
Dinette slashed to
824988
b.
$225
slashed to ONLY
$69"
9269.95 5-Pc. Round Glass Top
$43988
Chrome
$141.115
Contemporary
Glass
&
Cbremecraft Contemporary Dinette NOW
$269"
Cocktail Table going for ONLY
$44988 SHELVES
$78"
MINI5-Pc. American Drew Cherry Queen
$158.95 Bean etat Pine End Table, 1 only
Anse Dining Suite w-Breakfrant
$1469"
$459"
close-out at
$99"
$111.95 Oak Door Cocktail Table slashed to
'OPEN STOCK ROCK MAPLE DINING
$3988
$229.96 Rect.Table, leaves *
5111.88
$47988
ONLY
$12•
PM Dbl. Pedestal 48" 2Leaf Table
1259.88
DINING SUITE
$1111.95 Round 2leaf Dining Table
$124.18
$54988
BARS MUST GO!
$359 Trestle Table w-2 leaves
$259.98
$119.16 Drop Leaf Harvest
$148.88
99988
$119.95 Bar with padded bar stools, 11-Pes.
.
$28.88
$19.16 &fates Chairs,each
$78'
for
$44.88
MA Cat Tail Chairs,each
$277.95 3-Pc. Chromecraft Bar & Swivel
w/mAR PROOF
1810.118
$355/5Set of 1 Ladder Bark fbairs
Bar Stools for ONLY
$199"
$199.88
$2741.95 Corner China now
$479.95 Whiskey Bartell Bar & 2 Swivel
FM
Door Chino
$249.88
Bar Stools for ONLY
$359"
9539.95 51" Hutch &lime ONLY
$399.88
$531.96 Bar, wall shelf & mirror, 2 swivel
MATTRESS &
bar stools, 4-Pcs.
$399"
BABY FURNITURE
SPRINGS
BOX
$1$.50 Folding Chrome HI-Chairs
$14.88
•DDS & ENDS SLASHE
$14.15 Deluxe Nyies Mesh Play Pen
$88.$8
$111.96 Wag
Headboards
ONE ONLY- PRICED TO
CLEAN HOUSEI

Reg $590.00

-101-111,111111
.

Rig.
R•il. S139.95 VINYL

SOLID CHERRY. AS
IS. CNE ONLY SACRIFICED!
Reg. $339.95 6-PLACE
GUN

KROEHLER OR
BERKLINE-CHOICE
OF COLORSI

-

STUDENT

DESK

PRICED TO SELL ON
SIGHT FRI. 10 A.M.

$299.96
HAND CARVED TEAKWOOD

CHOICE OF FINISHES-MAR PROOF TOPS.

Reg. $E;.95 QUEEN BED

CAMPHOR LINED. NOW
IS THE TIME. DIGGS IS
THE PLACEI

EA

Reg $55.00 STEREO

NON-ALLERGIC. BIG &
PLUMP. BUY 1 OR A
PAIR.
Reg. $279.96 7-PC.
OVAL MAPLE

•

•88
• •

MAPLE OR OAK--OR
USE AS BOOKCASE.

1111E11

Tette

TOP.
ONE ONLY FLOOR
SAMPLE.

GIMPS

am Childslb*Boston Radler

MA Baby Bed iv-mattress $66.96 3-Pe.Cidklj Mete -•
NY fit• • ITEMS NOT ADVERTISED

Reg $139.96 FULL SIZE

*99"

$16.96

TWIN SIZE ONLY 78.88 SET

es Fr the Home...So inspiring To Own! So Easy To Have During This Sale!
6

PLO Lb*Bee Headboard
MS-Drawer Nite Stands,end
0411.Bukcatie Nibs w-frame
.
31.091.POW tsror Nite Stand
$159.96 Full or Queen Pine Headboard
PH Col.Pine Plate Glass lime

$0.1$
mis
-.
-

sis.0
raja

THE SKY IS THE
LIMIT ON

EASY
TERMS
ON SEALY
BEDDING!

OPEN
FRIDAY
NIGHT

DIGGS 11111INITURI

UNTIL

8 P.M.

Volume LXXXXVI

SAT. TIL 6 P.M.

Se*
)
SURPLUS STOCK,
FLOOR
SAMPLES 1st
DISCONTINUED
TICKS & MODELS

Aud

Murray City Judg(
shouldered the respc
discrepancy in the c
count following tht
missing funds befoi
Council last night,
The amount of rr
which has a prime toi
mill since an allege4
bond account was re;
Ledger de Times in tl
edition, was confirme
Thomas Shirley, CP,
audit of the bond ac
Thursday evening.
"Until today ( wi
completed) I could r

ALE BEGINS FR
POSTUREPEDIC VALUE TIME

FACTORW
AUTHORIZED

SEAW
I SALE.

Sealy. Posturepedice at

Diggs Furniture
is today's best
mattress investment.

ONE INJURED.
on Highway 641.
tion of 641 whei
Wedhom car lel
Hospital for trea

-tong

Shoin

WASHINGTON
Democratic-conti
President Ford 4
politically crucial
year over Ford's
cut be tied to a
federal spending.
Both sides se(
political winners.
Democratic stri
they are convinced
credit for a tax ci
Ford for blocking
contends the vote
proposal.

NEVER BEFORE and PROBABLY NEVER AGAIN
HAS THIS SEALY SLEEP SET BEEN REDUCED.

Cloudy

Hundieds of thousands of this mattress E: foundation
have been sold for $50 to slop per set more than our
reduced price.

Partly cloudy an
day. High today in
Saturday in the ml
cool tonight, low in
day partly cloudy a

SPECTACULAR

Board
In Rel

Sealy SALE
-

- NN•II
ft:m.1K -10. • -; L7azri,

-

The "Sleep Guard Luxury" — Not only
are these sets superb in Comfort,
they're long on construction features too! The surface is quilted to
a special foam topper by Sealy's
special deep quilting process. The
innerspring is !uxury firm—it
never lets you down, and the
foundation is so revolutionary Sealy has patented it!
It uses a new tortion bar
grid system that makes
all other coil spring
set --units obsolete. Our
,
special buy from
Sealy on this quality bedding allows us to offer you these
special prices
while quantities last.
Hurryri

The Murray B
authorized final pay
courts to the Mum
regular meeting lasil
world that the proje

Posturepedic is The Unique Back
Support System. Designed in cooperation
with leading orthopedic surgeons for firm
support..."no morning backache
from sleeping on a too-soft
mattress". When you wake
up with your back feeling
good, you'll feel great all
day! We ought to know;
your back is our business.

POSTUREPEDIC
IMPERIAL

9

Twin Siza, ea

Full Size, elt. pc. $129.95
Queen Size 60x80" 2-pc set $319.95
‘XingSize16thr„3-pc.!et $459.95.
4611111111111.11101 &M111•••■■• ••=1111111111.11 AMNIIIINIEMA• lumermsrio Ilunimania

The board will ml
$1,456, after reques
that an access road
campus to Johns(
heavy equipment c
of the courts, be re
summer.
Superintendent
authorized to preps

Sever
By Co

The Calloway Co
care of several n
meeting Thursday
Court Clerk Marvi

Plans were made
ford across the Ce
cost of around $10,1
will replace a bridg
out for some time.
the county around
Ctete,fOrd Is exPeci
with less chance a
The court will
Sarintendent I,e
-.0ahmerce exert

